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Abstract 

Information overload and algorithmic systemisation have come to characterise our 

everyday experience. While this state of hyperconnectivity facilitates communication 

and instant retrieval of knowledge, our networked systems overwork and overwhelm us 
as users. In particular, the total integration of the Internet into lived experience has had 

undesirable effects on our workplaces, attention spans, decision-making and emotions. 

Workplace employees are expected to be contactable and productive at any time; the 

novelty produced by information feeds rewards inattention; algorithms choose songs, 
meals and romantic partners for us; and lifestyle performances on social media provoke 

a fear of missing out. This is to say that our hyperconnected reality places us in a 

forever switched-on world where the lines between work and play have become 
obscured. According to theorist Sianne Ngai, the state of being constantly ‘on’ in this 

way manifests culturally in what she calls the ‘zany aesthetic’. 

This thesis uses an experimental arts based research methodology that relies on 

drawing, animation, and installation to uniquely reflect how our world has been shaped 
by this kind of stressful hyper-connectivity. In particular, this thesis explores the 

meaning of ‘zaniness’ as a symptom of this kind of contemporary information overload. 

By exploring the zany in visual terms, this thesis aims to reveal new qualities of this 

aesthetic category by reflecting on the exhibited creative outcomes produced over the 
course of this project. 

Ngai, in her Our Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute, Interesting (2012), claims that 

zaniness appears across film, television, video games, poetry, literature and art as a 

reflection of how we perform our labour in late capitalism. Specifically, Ngai suggests 
the non-stop action of characters like Lucy Ricardo of television’s I Love Lucy or 

Looney Tunes’s Wile E. Coyote offers a way of seeing the aesthetic in the 24/7 world of 

production and consumption. However, unlike Ngai, the present research project does 
not examine the zany aesthetic in regard to how we sell our labour. Neither does it 

explicitly examine a performance or character-driven art. Instead, this project examines 

the zany aesthetic as it appears in visual art contending with information overload and 

systematic methods. 

To understand the zaniness in systems, this thesis examines art history’s first reaction to 

information in the conceptual art of the 1960s and 1970s. Art historian Eve Meltzer, in 
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Systems We Have Loved (2013), claims that conceptual art reacted enthusiastically to 

the figures of information and systems. Specifically, Meltzer claims that conceptual art 
mimicked the systems in structuralism, information technology and institutions to create 

an impersonal and rational art. This thesis examines how conceptual art pictured 

information systems and diagrams to create a form of anti-expression. 

In this research project, I compare the diagrams and systems popularised by conceptual 

art to the busier, messier and zanier outcomes created by contemporary artists 

responding to the information overload in our time. I argue that unlike conceptual art 

before it, contemporary art has an emotional investment in information and systems. 
This thesis examines zaniness as one such emotional, aesthetic and expressive reaction 

to the present-day information overload and systematic convolution. The creative 

outcomes discussed in this thesis explore Ngai’s zany aesthetic category and the 

legacies of conceptual art to reveal the zany characteristics of the algorithmic world. 
These outcomes include three exhibitions from an installation about conspiracy theories, 

an animated story about a sentient artificial intelligence and an exhibition of drawings 

of fantasy worlds determined by rolling a 100-sided die. While these exhibitions take up 

a different medium, by virtue of their differences they each point to a unique way of 
seeing the zaniness activated by a world with too much information. 
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Introduction 

Everything tangled in the string of everything else. Now, when her cat 
vomited, she thought she heard the word praxis.1 

—Patricia Lockwood, No One is Talking About This 

This thesis examines the aesthetic category of the zany as defined by art historian 
Sianne Ngai. Ngai uses ‘zany’ to describe cultural products that exhibit a form of manic 

performance. ‘Zaniness’, Ngai contends, is the aesthetic category in our contemporary 

repertoire that best describes the ambiguity between work and play in late capitalism.2 

In this thesis, I apply this concept to the systems that artists use to signify our 
hyperconnected contemporary experience. In three exhibitions, I explored different 

ways of expressing Ngai’s zany aesthetic through systems. The written aspect of this 

research project contextualises these exhibitions in light of the legacy of conceptual art, 
the theory of both information and systems, and the zany aesthetic. 

The research question guiding this practice-led thesis can be stated as: how can I use 

information and systems in art practice to visually express the affect and zany aesthetic 

in hyper-connected experience. To explore this question’s concern for the informational 
and systematic within the field of arts based research I have primarily used methods of 

drawing, animation, and installation to find a variety of different voices for the zany in 

my research outputs in the form of exhibitions. 

To best explain my aims for the creative outputs, this thesis is split into two chapters: 
‘The Artist’s Diagram: Representing Information in Conceptual and Contemporary Art’ 

and ‘Systems: Methods, Materials and Outcomes’. While the concepts of information 

and systems are usually studied together in the discipline of cybernetics, art history has 

often treated these terms separately in exhibitions and publications. I follow this 
tendency to focus on the visual and representational differences that appear in art 

practice. 

At the outset of this research project, I focused on representing information, 
specifically, through diagrams. This is discussed in Chapter 1, where I contextualise my 

collaborative drawing installation Memory Foam Never Forgets (2016). This exhibition 

1 Patricia Lockwood, No One Is Talking About This (London: Bloomsbury, 2021), 55.
2 Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 2012), 13. 
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illustrated an image of a fictional ‘evil system’ running the world. However, as my 

practice developed, I started using an information system of my own design. The 
development of my own system led to two exhibitions: an animated short called 

Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a Daydream (2019) and a series of drawings set 

in artist frames titled Dungeon Master (2021). These two exhibitions are contextualised 
in Chapter 2 according to how they use a systematic method, instead of literally drawing 

the network of a system as in my work in Chapter 1. 

Both chapters discuss my use of information and systems in relationship to the zany 

aesthetic. Unlike the conceptual art before it, my work addresses the concepts of 
information and systems with a zany sense of humour, spontaneity and illogical 

reasoning. It is the zany aesthetic as described by Sianne Ngai that unites all of the work 

in this project and continues to frame my practice going into the future. While each 

project explored a different medium and subject, their handling of systems/information 
point to a general theme: the zany character hidden in our algorithmic world. 

Information 

In Chapter 1, ‘The Artist’s Diagram: Representing Information in Conceptual and 

Contemporary Art’, I address the influence of conceptual art’s use of information on 

both my own and established contemporary practices. Specifically, this chapter 
compares how artists have visualised information in a pre-Internet era and in our now 

post-Internet state of hyperconnectivity.3 I make this comparison by focusing on the 

figure of ‘the diagram’ as it appeared in pre-Internet conceptual art and its later 

reappearance in many contemporary, post-Internet practices. 

The diagram, while not central to the discussion of conceptual art, is a good example of 

how information was visually represented by artists in the 1960s and 1970s. In Systems 

We Have Loved (2013), art historian Eve Meltzer argues that the ascetic quality of 
visual information, like the diagram used by conceptual art, was a way of limiting 

3 Here “post-Internet” means art being made after the existence of the Internet. The specific term “Post-
Internet Art” however is a highly criticised expression used by artists, curators, and theorists alike to 
describe the possibility of an art movement that responds specifically to the relationship between art 
object’s online documentation and physical presence. See artist and writer Artie Vierkant’s highly 
influential and contested essay “The Image Object Post-Internet" (2010). Artie Vierkant, "The Image 
Object Post-Internet "  http://artievierkant.com/writing.php. The term “hyperconnectivity” first appeared 
in Canadian sociologist Barry Wellman’s 2001 essay “Physical Place and Cyber Place: The Rise of 
Networked Individualism" to describe how people communicate with both each other and other machines 
in networked societies. The term is now most commonly used to describe the simultaneous use of 
overlapping means of networked communication including email, instant messaging, web portals, texting, 
voice and video calls and social media. Barry Wellman et al., "The Social Affordances of the Internet for 
Networked Individualism," Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication 8, no. 3 (2003). 
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personal style and expression. Meltzer argues that this impersonal art was a way for 

conceptual artists to produce what they saw as an emotionless cognitive art. However, 
throughout Systems We Have Loved, she argues that conceptual art’s desire to purge 

expression in fact reveals a hidden desire and emotional rationale. This desire, Meltzer 

argues, is for a detached lens to view the world. She suggests this impersonal 
detachment shows conceptual art’s parallels to the structuralist philosophy that similarly 

pursued an anti-humanist agenda in the humanities at the time.4 

Melzter argues that the desire for emotional detachment was demonstrated by 

conceptual art’s adoption of information and systems. Meltzer calls this anti-desire 
conceptual art’s ‘dream of the informational world’.5 This dream for conceptual artists 

represented the ‘fantasy that accompanied informational processes … [that] were 

programming our world to bits … by stripping it of detail, pairing away phenomenal 

“excess” and reducing it to data to be used’.6 

This is to say that the ‘phenomenal excess’ of emotion and personal expression was 

cleared away by conceptual art’s informational style so the empiric view it cherished 

could be expressed clearly. Art historian Benjamin Buchloh has similarly remarked on 

conceptual art’s identification with information and systems in his well-known essay 
‘Conceptual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetic of Administration to the Critique of 

Institutions’ (1990). Buchloh stated that conceptual art was ‘an art practice emphasizing 

its parallels, if not identity, with … systems’. Buchloh suggested this ‘systems identity’ 
was expressed through what he called ‘the aesthetic of administration’.7 The ‘aesthetic 

of administration’, as both Buchloh and Meltzer point out, was indicated by conceptual 

art’s reliance on objects like the document and index, or, of interest in this thesis, the 

diagram. Chapter 1 examines the diagram in conceptual art to contextualise how my 
work uses diagrams and to establish the pen-and-paper aesthetic of information in the 

1960s and 1970s. 

Unlike the information represented by conceptual art, the contemporary figure of 

‘information’ does not call to mind index cards, libraries, cassettes or other outmoded 

4 Eve Meltzer, Systems We Have Loved : Conceptual Art, Affect, and the Antihumanist Turn (Chicago ; 
London: University of Chicago Press, 2013), 42-43. 
5 Ibid., 30. 
6 Ibid., 44-45. 
7 Benjamin Buchloh, "Conceptual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetic of Administration to the Critique of 
Institutions," October 55, no. 4 (1990): 116. 
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administrative tools.8 Neither does it suggest transmissions over airways or circulation 

through postal systems. Meltzer similarly notes in Systems We Have Loved: 

‘Information’ would seem to have more to do with present-day new media 
practices than with the comparatively clunky conceptualist aesthetic; it would 
be more at issue with respect to our currently expanding technologies of 
communication, the Internet, bio-informatics, even information warfare.9 

Information today, as Meltzer suggests above, is synonymous with the globalisation of 

the Internet. Information’s ubiquity in our daily lives is not just a matter of easy 
technological access via smartphone or high-speed Wi-Fi network; the omnipresence of 

information today, I claim, can be attributed to the Internet’s envelopment of all 

previous storage mediums, archives and communication networks. Or, as artist and 

theorist Hito Steyerl states in her famous 2013 essay ‘Too Much World: Is the Internet 
Dead?’, ‘older media as well as imaged people, imaged structures, and image objects 

[have become] embedded into networked matter’.10 This is to say the Internet ‘contains, 

sublates, and archives all previous forms of media’. 11  I argue that information’s 

transition from a physical to intangible form has shifted how it captures our imagination 
in both art and life.12 Unlike the quietude of the library and the relative sluggishness of 

the postal system, information today is understood, as Steyerl suggests, without 

reference to a specific location or object. My work in this research project suggests that 
contemporary manifestations of information appear to us through concepts such as the 

glitch, the hack, the swipe, the search, the endless scroll, the 24/7, the paywall, the 

predictive algorithm, overwhelm, untruth, conspiracy, addiction and burnout. 

In Chapter 1, I compare contemporary art practices that use diagrams that draw out this 
noisier conception of contemporary information. In particular, I discuss the overly 

complex explanatory diagrams of Swiss contemporary artist Thomas Hirschhorn as a 

8 For example, see Robert Morris's Card File (1962). 
9 Meltzer, Systems We Have Loved : Conceptual Art, Affect, and the Antihumanist Turn, 35. 
10 Hito Steyerl, "Too Much World: Is the Internet Dead?," in Too Much World, ed. Nick Aikens (Van 
Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, and Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane.: Sternberg Press, 2014), 7. 
11 Ibid. Steyerl here is saying that physical media of the twentieth century has literally sublimated online. 
Sublimation meaning: the transition of a substance directly from the solid to a gas state. Or in Steyerl’s 
image, literally putting physical archives into the air through which the radio waves of Wi-Fi travel. 
12 For an account of information as a negative and totalising force in everyday life see Douglas Coupland, 
Hans Ulrich Obrist, and Shumon  Basar, The Age of Earthquakes (New York: Random House 2015). and 
James Bridle, New Dark Age: Technology and the End of the Future (New York: Verso, 2018). For a 
more technical account of how information influences our lives through algorithms, see Ed Finn, What 
Algorithms Want: Imagination in the Age of Computing (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2017).. 
The Italian philosopher Umberto Eco makes a technical distinction between signal, data, and information 
in relation to communication, see Umberto Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language (Indiana: 
Indiana University Press, 1984). For an understanding of information in terms of cybernetics see book 
Norbert  Wiener, Cybernetics or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine ( 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1961). 
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key example of the diagram gone mad in the Internet age. It is in the visual context of 

practices like Hirschhorn’s that I discuss my first exhibition’s—Memory Foam Never 
Forgets (2016)—extensive use of the network diagram. Specifically, I use the diagram 

in this show to represent the zany narratives of conspiracy theories exploding with 

information. 

Zany Narratives 

My exhibition Memory Foam Never Forgets (2016), made in collaboration with artist 

Charlie Donaldson, attempted to find a comedic conspiratorial explanation that linked 

our personal archives of digital images. My collaborator and I combined our collections 

that contained images from art history and ones that could be described as mundane, 
paranormal and absurd. We organised these images across the gallery walls of Metro 

Arts into a web-like diagram familiar to the Hollywood detective or conspiracy theorist. 

This diagrammed network of deliberately mislabelled images was created to 

disorientate the viewer in a fragmented conspiratorial narrative. 

Unlike the work of other contemporary artists, who are faithful to the truthfulness of 

information in their complex diagrams (e.g., Mark Lombardi and Jorinde Voigt), 

Memory Foam Never Forgets treated contemporary information as something pliable to 

any crazy narrative. It is important to note that due to the complexity of the web of 
connections drawn between images and text, there was no centre to orientate the 

diagram’s logic. 

According to theorist Frederic Jameson, this form of logical disorientation is a defining 

feature of postmodern art, architecture, literature and film. In his book Postmodernism, 
or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991), Jameson uses the Westin 

Bonaventure Hotel as a literal example of the disorientating postmodern aesthetic he 

saw in the culture of 1980s capitalism. According to Jameson, the Westin Bonaventure 
Hotel presents an example of a ‘postmodern hyperspace [that] has finally succeeded in 

transcending the capacities of the individual human body to locate itself … in a 

mappable external world’.13 This is to say that the Bonaventure’s interior, Jameson 

claims, makes an individual conscious of the inadequacy of their perceptual abilities in 
navigating postmodern architecture. Jameson suggests this perceptual failure is 

emblematic of the miniaturisation and disorientation of the individual in the network of 

the global capitalism of his time. 

13 Frederic Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (North Carolina Duke 
University Press, 1989), 83. 
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In my exhibition, the map drawn on the wall is comparable to the hotel Jameson 

describes as they both have no logical centre. Instead of spatial confusion, however, my 
wall drawing of a confusing network of images evokes a zany, stressed and paranoid 

variant of the disorientation described by Jameson. The installation of my wall map 

suggests a character overwhelmed by the sheer amount of information in the world. The 
conspiracy theorist character implied by the show and the puzzling connections in the 

work are best understood by what theorist Sianne Ngai calls the zany aesthetic. 

The Zany Aesthetic 

In her Our Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute, Interesting (2012), Ngai outlines what she 

sees as the aesthetic categories that most accurately describe our modes of being under 
late capitalism. As suggested by the title of her work, these categories are the zany, cute 

and interesting. Ngai claims these categories ‘are the ones in our current repertoire best 

suited for grasping how aesthetic experience has been transformed by the 

hypercommodified, information-saturated, performance-driven conditions of late 
capitalism’.14 In the context of my research project, the zany aesthetic best describes the 

logic, forms and humour I employed in the exhibitions discussed in this thesis. 

In Ngai’s view, the zany specifically describes performances that simultaneously appear 

both playful and strenuous. As Ngai explains, zaniness is ‘intensely affective and 
physical … an aesthetic of action in the presence of an audience that bridges popular 

and avant-garde practice across a wide range of media’.15 For example, ‘If the sitcom of 

Lucille Ball is quintessentially zany’, Ngai states, ‘so also is the Dada cabaret of Hugo 

Ball’.16 Ngai identifies many more contemporary examples of the zany: in the high-
octane performances of Jim Carry, the wild pace of Looney Tunes animations, the 

absurdly complex plots of Thomas Pynchon Jr’s novels, the stress in keeping up during 

a round of the video game Frogger and the entirely capital-lettered poems of Madeline 
Gin. 17  In the realm of contemporary art, Ngai identifies the video work of Ryan 

Trecartin as quintessentially zany. 

In Trecartin’s work, zaniness exists in both the staccato editing and manic 

performances. Trecartin’s videos bombard the viewer with jump cuts between multiple 
handheld shots of characters delivering their lines in low-budget drag-like makeup. This 

choppy editing style compliments the zaniness of the characters who often appear 

14 Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting, 1. 
15 Ibid., 182. 
16 Ibid. 
17 See Gin’s book of poetry: WHAT THE PRESIDENT WILL SAY AND DO!! (1984). 
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locked in hysterical circular conversations. For example, Trecartin’s 2007 work I-Be 

Area presents Trecartin in five different roles in a hallucinogenic plot loosely 
concerning a babysitter’s night shift gone wrong. 

Other zanies in contemporary art could include Olaf Breuning (in particular, his 

mockumentary series Home [2005–2012]), Monster Chetwynd (in her crazed theatre of 
rituals) and the Gelitin art collective’s absurd and sometimes dangerous participatory art 

events.18 Like Trecartin, these contemporary zany artists rely on exaggerated characters 

and performances. In Ngai’s view, crazed performances typical of these artists’ work 

speak to late capitalism’s erosion of the boundaries between work and play and 
performance and personality. 19  As Ngai explains, ‘zaniness is the only aesthetic 

category in our contemporary repertoire explicitly about this politically ambiguous 

intersection between cultural and occupational performance, acting and service, playing 

and labouring’.20 While the zany can be seen widely across the visual field from video 
games to poetry, Ngai examines the zany as a reflection of the crazy-making work-life 

imbalance of today primarily through film and television. 

In her best example, Ngai suggests the ‘strenuous’ and erratic performances of 

characters like Lucy Ricardo in television’s I Love Lucy (1951–1957) and Jim Carrey in 
The Cable Guy (1996) as speaking to the ‘precariousness created specifically by the 

capitalist organization of work’.21 In the example of I Love Lucy, each week Lucy 

incompetently enters a new job or role, often to pull off a scheme to enter show 
business—from ballerina, to bellhop, to pastry chef, to baby sitter, to game show 

contestant. Ngai claims that zany characters like Lucy in her constant movement from 

‘job to job’ and ‘gag to gag’ underscore our own anxieties about how we divide our 

personality in the multiple shifting roles capitalism demands.22 While Ngai’s examples 
often focus on zany performance, my work does not. Instead, my work focuses on the 

products and ideas created by a zany system.23 This is to say that instead of focusing on 

the zaniness in the shapeshifting worker/performer, my work aims to reflect the 

zaniness in the systems animating us. 

 
18 For example in 2018 in a work called Vorm-fellows-attitue they giant created sculptures of faeces, with 
visitors encouraged to put on costumes representing nude men and women. 
19 For example, in the case of Olaf Breuning’s Home trilogy the protagonist is a European documentarian 
whose job it is to explore different global cultures. However the protagonist in Breuning’s films slips in 
and out of his professional role of reporting to the camera and spinning out of control mid scene. 
20 Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting, 182. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 This is not to say that I have not explored performance directly in my practice. For example, during this 
research project I gave a lecture at an artist run space dressed as a dog from a work by Pierre Hygue on 
the fourth wall in cinema. In particular, the fourth wall breaking in 1986’s Ferris Bueller’s Day Off. 
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Specifically, the zany in my work is related to the mental overwhelm that modern-day 

information and systems appear to create. This aim relates to how the zany, as Ngai 
points out, is the aesthetic essentially about a wacky character being ‘confronted … 

[and] endangered by too many things coming at her at once’.24 In the example of my 

first exhibition, Memory Foam Never Forgets, the large wall map of hundreds of linked 
images suggests a zany conspiracy theorist tormented by a need to make sense of a 

surplus of incoming evidence of a system governing the world. In this way, this show 

had no direct representation of a character’s performance but instead portrayed a zany 

product made in response to information overload. This is how the zany in Ngai’s sense 
(manic work in response to overwhelming circumstances) has been explored throughout 

this research project in relation to systems and information. In Chapter 2, I explain how 

I move from the zany as a response to information overload to the concept of creating a 

system that produces zany ideas. 

Before moving on however, it should be noted that both the zany and representations of 

the philosophically absurd share a similar investment in incongruent and wacky 

imagery.25 For this reason I will spend a moment describing the difference between 

these aesthetics to signal the theoretical limitations of this thesis. Here I hope to note the 
cosmetic and thematic differences between these otherwise similar concepts.  

In terms of art history, twentieth-century movements such as surrealism and Dada had 
absurdist tendencies. Consider the absurdist humour in the futility represented by René 

Magritte’s surrealism. Magritte’s famous 1928 work The Lovers for example depicts a 

couple attempting to passionately kiss one another through shrouds of white cloth 

draped over their heads. Here the couple become suffocated and physically isolated as 
they attempt to meaningfully connect with their shared world. In the case of Dada 

consider the representation of meaningless in Hugo Ball’s performances of sound poetry 

such as such as Karawane (1916) and Katzen and Pfauen (1916). In live performances 

of these works a costumed Ball would recite babble, gibberish, and nonsense words. It 
has been well established that both of these closely related art movements and two 

24 Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting, 183. 
25 In the most famous example of twentieth century absurdist thought, the French philosopher and 
author Abert Camus depicted the absurd in his landmark work The Myth of Sisyphus and Other 
Essays (1942). “The absurd” Camus wrote “is born of this confrontation between the human need 
[for meaning] and the unreasonable silence of the world”. Here the absurd has been read as the 
interaction between the human tendency to seek inherent value and meaning in life and the human 
inability to find it with any degree of certainty. Albert Camus, The Myth Of Sisyphus (New York: 
Vintage Books, 2018), 28. 
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artists in particular represented the meaningless and futility of absurdism in a wacky 

style.  

In modern and contemporary representations of the absurd, many exhibitions have been 

curated by drawing together practices that embrace satire, irrationality, and futility 

across multiple media. For example, the 2018 show Delirious: Art at the limits of 
reason 1950 - 1980 showcased artists in the twentieth century responding to the spirit of 

oppressive rationalism that began to permeate the west in addition to a newfound 

cultural interest in psychedelic experiences. In Delirious artists responded to this 

coupling of the hallucinatory and logical by incorporating nonsense and disorientation, 
into techniques of repetition to create work that spoke to this period of time. In the same 

year the Centre for Contemporary Art in Berlin hosted a similar show titled Routinised 

Absurdity which presented contemporary works of photography that revealed the 

absurdity latent within repetitive daily routines.  

Routinised Absurdity attempted to show the contemporary absurd by presenting artists 

who question the mechanical Sisyphean behaviours that belie a global obsession with 

hyper-productivity. Both of these recent shows, in addition the art movements that 

informed them, point to an aesthetic of absurdity that relies on incongruent imagery, 
repetition, and dark humour. In many ways the zany shares many similarities to the 

absurd. In particular the absurd quality of the zany is revealed in its focus on 

repetitiveness, work, irrationality and humour. However unlike the zany’s hot-headed 
hyperactivity and focus on character, the absurd points to a playful madness in a colder 

and more ironic register. Both the zany and the absurd I suggest contribute to our 

broader understanding of the ‘crazy’ aesthetic vocabulary in art history. This idea of an 

umbrella crazy aesthetic within modernism and postmodernism has been explored 
earlier by historian Louis Sass’s book Madness and Modernism (1992). While the 

exhibited work discussed in this thesis speaks to a kind of absurdity, it is the absurd as 

seen from the vantage point of a zany character and system.  

Zany Systems 

In Chapter 2, I outline how I created a system for my practice that combines keywords 

to form creative constraints and prompts for my practice. This system produced two 

exhibitions: Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a Daydream (2019) an animated 
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short film exhibited at Boxcopy, Brisbane, and Dungeon Master (2021), a series of 

drawings set in artist frames at Metro Arts, Brisbane. While these exhibitions differed in 
medium, they both represent the same fictional setting and were generated by the same 

artistic system. These sibling exhibitions both tease out a quality or form in the zany 

aesthetic category’s contemporary repertoire. Zonwee (2019) exhibits the zaniness in a 
stream of consciousness poetry by way of its narration and Dungeon Master (2021) 

expresses the zaniness of ‘cartoon logic’ in its illustrations. 

The generative system used to create the forms and narratives in these two exhibitions 

relies on a 100-sided die (a Zocchihedron) and a CLICK written index of ideas and 
concepts. I call this system D-100. To use the system, the 100-sided die is rolled a 

number of times according to a set of rules to generate reference numbers. These 

reference numbers refer to locations in an excel spreadsheet of 1,200 cells, each 

containing an idea, concept, or piece of information. The output of randomly selected 
information then undergoes further analysis by mapping the connections between the 

randomly selected outputs, similar to the strategy that my collaborator and I used in 

Memory Foam Never Forgets (2016). The newfound connections I find between the 

selections made by the die rolls form the keywords that determine the images and 
creative constraints for the artwork being made. 

Chance and System 

My method connects both to the systems employed by conceptual artists and the 

chance-based strategies of modernism. This includes minimalism, Surrealism and Dada. 

These movements have used systems and chance in particular to limit concerns of style 
and personal expression. Conversely, my practice uses a system of chance to prompt the 

ideas in my work. 

Modernist artists such as Jean Arp, John Cage, Marcel Duchamp and many others have 
used methods of chance to minimise the human agency that generated their work. For 

example, Jean Arp’s collage Selon les lois du hazard (1933) was made by dropping 

sugar paper onto the surface of the work, as the title explains, ‘according to the laws of 

chance’. John Cage composed a piece for solo piano titled Music of Changes (1951) by 
consulting the ancient book of the I Ching, which in modern times is navigated by 

tossing coins. In these examples, Arp and Cage depersonalised their work by letting go 

of formal decisions through processes of chance. 
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Systems have been used by artists to similarly remove decision-making in their work. 

For example, the American conceptual artist Mel Bochner wrote the article ‘Serial Art, 
Systems, Solipsism’ (1967) as an attempt to explain what he saw as the fundamental 

ideas in late minimalism and the conceptual work of his day. Bochner states, ‘the idea 

[for the artwork] is carried out to its logical conclusion … without adjustment based on 
taste or chance’.26 Here, even chance is eliminated and replaced by the rigidity of a 

closed system. In terms of my practice, I combine a system—by way of a categorised 

index—and chance—through a 100-sided die—to drive my creative thought. My system 

of chance, order and interpretation (called D-100) was specifically used to create the 
final two exhibitions discussed in Chapter 2: Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a 

Daydream (2019) and Dungeon Master (2021). 

In Zonwee, my collaborator (James Barth) and I used an early version of the D-100 

system to develop the narrator’s dialogue, which later influenced the designs in the final 
animation. In Dungeon Master, D-100 was used in a similar way to determine the 

illustrated visuals and text in the show’s series of drawings. Unlike Zonwee, the works 

in Dungeon Master literally had the index of information from which the system draws 

on inscribed and highlighted in the frames of the work. These inscriptions, I suggest, 
allowed viewers to see the relationships between elements in the system’s grid and the 

resultant rendering. Unlike my first exhibition, Memory Foam Never Forgets, which 

emphasised mapping information, Zonwee and Dungeon Master are manifestations of a 
system that combines information in a disjointed manner. These later exhibitions, while 

emphasising the system over information, also pursued more traditional forms of 

pictorial representation. 

In Chapter 2, I contextualise my system and the exhibitions it created by clarifying an 
important point about the representations of systems in conceptual and contemporary 

art. Most recently, the 2005 exhibition Open Systems: Rethinking Art c. 1970, curated 

by Donna De Salvo, attempted to address how artists’ systems relate to their 

environment. De Salvo specifically borrowed the terms ‘open’ and ‘closed’ system from 
cybernetics and systems theory to examine conceptual art’s history. 

First, an open system in De Salvo’s exhibition represented an object that exchanged 

material with the outside world. For example, Hans Haacke’s plexiglass Condensation 

Cube (1965) sweated as it reacted to the gallery’s temperature—an open system. By 
contrast, Sol LeWitt’s modular sculpture Serial Project, 1 (ABCD) (1966) was made 

 
26 Mel Bochner, "Serial Art Systems: Solipsism," in Conceptual Art: Themes and Movements, ed. Peter  
Osborne (New York: Phaidon, 1967), 211. 
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according to a set of predetermined rules so that its form could not be influenced by the 

outside world—a closed system. 

Conversely, my way of reading an artist’s system does not examine whether the work 

exchanges information with itself or the outside world. Instead, I look to what part of 

the ‘system’ is being represented, not its open or closed status. In other words, when an 
artist is engaging with systems, are they showing the output (e.g., a schema or model) or 

the working system itself? In the analysis of my system in relation to other artists in 

Chapter 2, I ask what parts of the system are visible to the viewer. I offer several 

examples in this chapter that examine representations of systems through my terms. 
Included are the works of the French contemporary artist Pierre Huyghe (who exhibited 

fully present and functional systems) and the conceptual artists Hans Haacke (who 

modelled systems by way of diagrams) and Sol LeWitt (whose rules created outputs 

such as modular sculptures). By examining where these artists have placed the system 
in their work, the aims of my exhibitions discussed in this thesis come into sharper 

theoretical focus. 

As suggested earlier, unlike the work of conceptual artists, my work in Memory Foam, 

Zonwee and Dungeon Master does not take up the terms ‘information’ and ‘system’ 
with the same impersonality and administrative aesthetic. For instance, Memory Foam 

represents a zany conspiracy theorist bombarded with information, and Zonwee and 

Dungeon Master do not put emphasis on representing information but are created from 
a deliberately malfunctioning system. The two latter shows examine what kind of work 

can be made when the system determining their content has become a zany character. 

Instead of performing as a zany character directly in my work, I place my humour, 

exclamations, contradictions and ‘zany’ utterances into a system of chance. The system 
in my work, like the many hidden algorithmic systems determining our world today, 

rambles on, leaving me to interpret its output. Sol LeWitt stated in 1966 that he was a 

merely a ‘clerk cataloguing the results of his premise’, which is to say that LeWitt 

followed the clear instructions outlined by his system to create his work. 27  Conversely, 
this thesis explains how in my practice I have become an analyst processing the zany in 

my system. 

  

 
27 Sol LeWitt, “Sol LeWitt. Serial (ABCD Project, I)” in ibid. 
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Chapter 1: The Artist’s Diagram: Representing Information in 

Conceptual and Contemporary Art 

We are living through a movement from an organic, industrial society to a 
polymorphous, information system—from all work to all play, a deadly game. 

—Donna Haraway, ‘A Cyborg Manifesto’ (1985) 

I imagine my work within Donna Haraway’s impending ‘all play’ information system in 

her famous 1985 essay ‘A Cyborg Manifesto’.28 The work produced in this project 
aligns with the way the Internet has actualised Haraway’s ‘polymorphous information 

system’. As Haraway warns, this transition is in fact a ‘deadly game’ that will enable 

our networked technologies to exert more power over us through the ‘informatics of 

domination’. In ‘A Cyborg Manifesto’, ‘informatics’ refers to information gathered 
about individuals and social life, or as Haraway writes, ‘the translation of the world into 

a problem of coding’.29 Haraway’s essay offers a prophetic glimpse into the present, 

where our social, work and personal lives are coded into Google and Facebook’s 

networks of control. 

This idea of the Internet as a Harawayian global system existing beyond an individual’s 

control has been the core subject of artist Hito Steyerl’s writing for the last decade. In 

her now famous essay ‘Is the Internet Dead’, Steyerl wrote: 

Data, sounds, and images are now routinely transitioning beyond screens into 
a different state of matter. They surpass the boundaries of data channels and 
manifest materially. They incarnate as riots or products, as lens flares, high-
rises, or pixelated tanks. Images become unplugged and unhinged and start 
crowding off-screen space. They invade cities, transforming spaces into sites, 
and reality into realty. They materialize as junkspace, military invasion, and 
botched plastic surgery. They spread through and beyond networks, they 
contract and expand, they stall and stumble, they vie, they vile, they wow and 
woo.30 

In this passage, Steyerl considers the Internet’s polymorphic nature by considering 

information’s spread from screen to reality, wherein ‘Data, sounds, and images … stall 
and stumble’ as they ‘spread through and beyond networks’. While this passage strikes 

out quickly and excitedly at a variety of subjects influenced by the Internet’s 

 
28 In Haraway’s essay the concept of the cyborg is a rejection of rigid boundaries, notably those 
separating "human" from "animal" and "human" from "machine". 
29 Donna Haraway, "A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late 
Twentieth Century," in Simians, Cyborgs and Women (New York: Routledge, 1991), 161. 
30 Steyerl, "Too Much World: Is the Internet Dead?," 12. 
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information —riots, products and real-estate—this is not quite the level in which I 

encounter the chaotic mixture of systems and information in my daily life. In my 
digital-cum-physical world, I find myself overly excited by too many new images, I get 

too many emails, I know too much about my friends’ friends’ social lives, too many ads 

are eerily directed towards my passing interests, and I get too many texts from my bus 
service asking me to rate my experience. These experiences provoke an inkling that 

there exists a layer of metadata of everything I do being exchanged by systems I can 

only glimpse one moment at a time. This feeling of being a living part of a Harawayian 

system of dizzying interconnectivity has become the major theme represented in my 
work.31 

Because most systems only appear to us in small parts at a time—as we cannot see a 

plant’s photosynthesis by looking at it, nor can we see the global economic system from 

a list of credit card transactions—we use models, maps and diagrams to represent these 
systems’ totalities. Diagrams and other visual ways of envisioning information resolve 

the invisibility of systems by drawing a two- or three-dimensional abstraction of how a 

system’s parts exchange information or matter to form a unified whole. In this context, 

my work discussed in this chapter aims to demonstrate how using diagrams to visualise 
complex systems can create information overload. 

This chapter examines the diagram as understood by conceptual artists in the 1960s and 

1970s to present-day artists making similar work in our current situation of information 
overload, tracing the diagram’s usage from the 1960s and 1970s to its contemporary 

permutations. I also identify where my practice fits within this long history of 

information visualisation in artistic practice and present my exhibition Memory Foam 

Never Forgets. 

1.1 The Diagram in Conceptual Art 

Contrary to art historian Benjamin D. Buchloh’s account of conceptual artworks as 

closed tautologies,32 the prominence of the diagram within conceptual art demonstrates 

openness to the outside world. This opposes Buchloh’s identification of conceptual 

artworks that famously refer only to themselves, including Robert Morris’s Box with the 

31 For more on the “dizziness” of living in global communication systems see Dread – The Dizziness of 
Freedom (2013) by Juha van't Zelfde. 
32 In Buchloh’s essay “Conceptual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetic of Administration to the Critique 
of Institutions” (1990) he locates the square and the cube as the visual forms “corresponding most 
accurately to the linguistic form of the tautology”. These forms according to Buchloh are self-contained 
and do not refer to anything outside of themselves. This form of visual tautology Buchloh claims was 
favoured by many Conceptual artworks, especially in the artwork of Joseph Kosuth. 
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Sound of Its Own Making (1961), Joseph Kosuth’s Five Words in Green Neon (1965) 

and LeWitt’s Red Square, White Letters (1962). Unlike the self-referential character of 
these works of art, the content of diagrams and maps in conceptual art refers to the 

world in an outward way. Diagrams in conceptual art refer not to themselves but 

illustrate the topology, structure, or flow of systems, spaces, objects, ideas or 
phenomena external to the work itself. Visual information historian Edward Tufte 

highlights how the diagram represents the world in his famous book Envisioning 

Information (1990): ‘We envision information [in diagrams] … in order to reason 

about, communicate, document, and preserve … knowledge’.33 This conception of the 
diagram does not, for instance, apply to LeWitt’s Red Square, White Letters (1962), as 

this work does not document anything other than its own particular composition (see 

Figure 1). The only information envisioned by the Red Square, White Letters grid is its 

own self-evident labels—the red square is labelled ‘red square’ and the white letters are 
labelled ‘white letters’. In this way, while the work envisions information through a 

labelled grid, it says nothing about the outside world. 

While the diagram features in much conceptual art, it has not been central to discussions 

of this art. However, diagrams feature heavily in discussions of information and 
systems, both of which are terms that have been examined extensively in relation to 

conceptual art. The question of information in particular has been discussed by key art 

historians, including the previously mentioned Buchoh, Sianne Ngai, Eve Meltzer, 
Lawrence Alloway, Jack Burnham and, more recently, Sarah Cook, among many 

others. 

Buchloh famously examined conceptual art’s disavowal of the system in favour of 

information in his famous essay ‘Conceptual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetic of 
Administration to the Critique of Institutions’ (1990). In this essay, Buchloh describes 

how in 1969, ‘conceptualism’ became an unconscious element of all artistic production: 

‘conceptual art made the most rigorous investigation of the post-war period into the 

conventions of pictorial and sculptural representation, as well as a fundamental critique 
of traditional visual paradigms’.34 Throughout his essay, he substantiates this claim by 

constructing a historical narrative that concludes with an information style art that 

revitalises the views of the productivist Russian avant-garde to create an artist who, 

according to Buchloh, is redefined as an ‘employee who catalogues’. Buchloh sees this 
historical narrative culminating in such works as Hans Haacke’s Visitor’s Profile 

 
33 Edward Tufte, Envisioning Information (CT, United States: Graphics Press USA, 1990), 32. 
34 Benjamin H.D Buchloh, "Conceptual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetics of Administration to the 
Critique of Institutions," October, no. 55 (1990): 107. 
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(1971), a statistical collection of information submitted by visitors to MoMA, and in the 

practice of Marcel Broodthaers, who famously constructed his Musée d’Art Moderne, 
Département des Aigles by creating a fictional museum of eagles from artefacts loaned 

by several institutions. Buchloh suggests these works in particular ushered in what we 

now call institutional critique. Buchloh makes the case that the informational style 
developed by conceptual art was key to artists aiming to criticise the politics of 

representations within museum spaces. 

While Haacke and Broodthaers feature prominently in Buchloh’s essay, the author also 

notes the shared ‘administrative aesthetic’ of the practices of Mel Bochner, Sol LeWitt, 
Robert Morris, Dan Graham, Joseph Kosuth, Robert Barry, Daniel Buren and Lawrence 

Weiner. While these practices are visually diverse, they are unified by their ‘parallels, if 

not identity, with … systems’. 35  According to Buchloh, artworks that aligned 

themselves with systems sought to ‘replace the object of spatial and perceptual 
experience’ with ‘analytic proposition[s]’ rendered in the most anaesthetic means 

possible. Buchloh saw works presented with the administrative aesthetic as ‘the most 

consequential assault on the status of [the] object: its visuality, its commodity status, 

and its form of distribution’.36 In other words, Buchloh saw conceptual artworks not as 
objects of contemplation but acts of communication presented within art museums. 

While the work of Mel Bochner is not the primary example in Buchloh’s essay, 

Buchloh highlights the demonstrably administrative and informational style of Mel 
Bochner’s project Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on Paper Not 

Necessarily Meant to Be Viewed as Art exhibited in 1966. In this project, Bochner 

collected photocopies of drawings, documents, plans and diagrams by mathematicians, 

architects, composers and other artists bound in black binders, each presented on a 
plinth in the gallery space (see Figures 2–4). Buchloh stated that ‘Bochner’s 

intervention clearly moved to transform both the [traditional] format and space of 

exhibitions’.37 In this way, Buchloh claims, Bochner’s project ‘was probably the first 

truly conceptual exhibition’.38 Here, Buchloh pays particular attention to the anti-visual 
and anti-exhibition proposition of the work and not the information contained within its 

folders. The drawings, documents, plans and diagrams inside the folders Bochner 

exhibited are simply generic content that serves Bochner’s proposition about art as 

‘Visible Things on Paper Not Necessarily Meant to Be Viewed as Art’. 

35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
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While Buchloh reads the institutional critique in Bochner’s work, I am interested in 

what this work says about the medium of information in this time. Specifically, 
Bochner’s work depicts the analogue nature of data storage in this decade. The folders 

containing documents placed on plinths, while drab from today’s view, are an 

exemplary presentation of the physical medium of information in the 1960s. This work 
underscores the slow, damageable, finite, dry, clunky nature of information stored in 

libraries, offices and other administrative institutions of that time. By comparison, 

today’s information is stored in the cloud, which from the layperson’s perspective is 

both everywhere and nowhere at once. 39  The storage of information today is not 
specifically tied to physical objects like Bochner’s work. Computers and other 

technologies appear like temporary hosts to information otherwise recirculating within 

the network at breakneck speed.40 Unlike the transience and infinite reproducibility of 

information today, Bochner’s work underscores the once tangible connotation of the 
term ‘information’. 

By presenting folders containing information as art, Buchloh claims this gesture asks an 

important question about aesthetic judgements. In particular, Buchloh claims the 

administrative and information-based vernacular of Bochner’s work ‘voids’ traditional 
aesthetic judgements like ‘that’s beautiful’ or ‘ugly’. Instead, Buchloh writes, ‘In the 

absence of any specifically visual qualities and due to the manifest lack of any (artistic) 

manual competence as a criterion of distinction all the traditional criteria of aesthetic 
judgment—of taste and of connoisseurship—have been programmatically voided’. 41 

This way of reading and evaluating conceptual art as aesthetically neutral is 

longstanding. 

Recently, however, critical theorist Sianne Ngai has revisited the aesthetic judgement of 
conceptual art’s dry, administrated and information-based forms. In her book Our 

Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute, Interesting (2012), Ngai investigates the role 

marginal aesthetic judgements like ‘the interesting’ have had in shaping our emotional 

lives under late capitalism. In particular, she argues that while conceptual art does not 
conjure familiar aesthetic judgements as Buchloh suggests, conceptual art does probe 

 
39 In media theorist and artist James Bridle’s book New Dark Age (2018) he argues that technology is out-
pacing our ability to comprehend it. In particular, he argues our lack of “systemic literacy” is opening 
ourselves up to a new dark age. In particular, our lack of understanding of what “the cloud” is or does 
features throughout his book. 
40 The curator Hans Ulrich Obrist and his co-authors in their book Age of Earthquakes: A guide to the 
extreme present (2015) call the exponential speed that which Internet develops “Proceleration” meaning: 
“the acceleration of acceleration”. See also the e-flux journal of art’s publication The Internet Does not 
Exist (2015) 
41 Buchloh, "Conceptual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetics of Administration to the Critique of 
Institutions," 118. 
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the marginalised aesthetic category of the ‘Interesting’. As Ngai explains, ‘Conceptual 

art is where the interesting … [emerges] as a focal point about nonbeautiful aesthetic 
values or qualities … and the … relationship between art and discourse (or 

information)’. 42  In a felt sense, ‘the interesting is an experience of difference or 

novelty’.43 Ngai uses conceptual artist Ed Ruscha’s photography books that he produced 
between 1962 and 1973 as an example of a work that evokes ‘the interesting’ through 

repetitions of novel differences. For example, Ruscha’s book Twentysix Gasoline 

Stations (1962) depicts its own title in a series of documentary-style photographs. In 

this work, Ruscha laid out twenty-six photographs of gasoline stations across the United 
States. Ruscha’s photo-books, Ngai claims, ‘were clearly engineered to keep affect on a 

low burner, generating at most tiny flickers of interest’.44 The interesting in this way is 

the experience of tiny yet predictable ‘surprises’.45 This felt sense, Ngai claims, informs 

why we may judge otherwise boring works of art as ‘merely interesting’. According to 
Ngai, conceptual art does not necessarily ‘void’ aesthetic judgements as Buchloh 

suggests, but instead draws out the ‘interesting’ aesthetic better than any other visual 

form of art. 

As Ngai claims, information as difference marks conceptual art’s inherent 
interestingness. However, contemporary art that adopts similar info-graphical styles to 

conceptual art often does so in more than interesting ways. In the next section, I will 

make a case for representations of information in contemporary art that conjure 
different aesthetic judgements. In particular, I will explain how my work’s approach to 

information management evokes what Ngai calls the zany aesthetic. 

From a curatorial perspective, information has been one of the major themes in 

exhibitions of conceptual art. Art historian Sarah Cook, in her editorial essay to 
Information: Documents of Contemporary Art (2016), identifies many exhibitions in the 

twentieth century that champion the concept of ‘information’. For instance, Cook argues 

that the exhibition Software, Information Technology: Its New Meaning for Art (1970) 

at the Jewish Museum was the first major museum exhibition to show a computer in a 
gallery context. However, in the same year, the better-known show Information opened 

at MoMA. Cook points out that Information was less technologically focused and 

instead took up ‘information’ in a figurative and rhetorical way. Cook explains that 

Information ‘brought together “irrelevant” forms of presentation (concepts as art) that 
 

42 Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting (Massachusetts: Harvad University 
Press, 2012), 144. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid., 147. 
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were at the forefront of practice in the 1960s and 70s, including conceptualism, land art, 

earthworks, systems-based art and Arte Povera’. 46  For example, Robert Smithson 
exhibited images of his earth work Spiral Jetty (1970), where information was 

expressed through documentation; Bruce Nauman’s holographic works represented 

information as the record of a field of light; and Vito Acconci’s submission to this 
exhibition was his mail redirected to the gallery, where ‘information’ thus stands for 

New York’s mailing system. As Information’s press release in 1970 described, ‘The 

only common denominator’ between the works in the show ‘is that all are trying to 

extend the idea of art’ through the signs of information.47 Cook also points out that 
Information marked a ‘rupture in the history of information art’.48 ‘While some artists’ 

works were accessioned into the art-historical canon’, Cook writes ‘others were 

“ghettoized” and little considered in the art mainstream until the widespread adoption of 

computer information technologies’. 49  Here, Cook is drawing attention to the art 
historical win of information art (or conceptual art) over information technology art in 

the twentieth century. 

Art historian Eve Meltzer, in her book Systems We Have Loved (2013), similarly notes 

the differences between information’s technological and rhetorical meaning from the 
1960s to today: 

‘Information’ in the context of the 60s and 70s would seem to have more to do 
with present-day new media practices than with the comparatively clunky 
conceptualist aesthetic; it would seem to be more at issue with respect to our 
currently expanding technologies of communication, the Internet, bio-
informatics, even information warfare.50 

The diagram as a sign of information fits the older, ‘clunky’, non-technological sense of 

the term. As Meltzer rightly points out, we associate ‘information’ with contemporary 
practices that use and question digital technology. For example, James Bridle and 

Cecile B. Evans’s new media practices use technology to investigate drones, avatars and 

virtual reality. Unlike the diagram or map, I suggest these artists’ subjects are readily 
thematised by ‘information’ because of the shift we have undergone from an analogue 

to digital culture. Information in 1970 was stored in manila folders, expressed on paper, 

or communicated through an analogue network, whereas information today apparates in 

 
46 Sarah Cook “Introduction” in Information, Documents of Contemporary Art (Cambridge 
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2016), 12. 
47 "Information," news release, 1970. 
48 Information, 12. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Eve Meltzer, Systems We Have Loved (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013), 35. 
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the black mirrors of screens, codes autonomous vehicles and is stored invisibly on hard 

disks. 

While Information (1970) did exhibit many diagrammatic or map-based works, the 

meaning of these types of representation was not paramount to the exhibition. It was not 

until recently that the figure of the diagram became the subject of curatorial focus. In 
The Temptation of the Diagram (2013) at Andrea Rosen Gallery, both conceptual and 

contemporary artists were grouped by their shared interest in diagrammatic and map-

based forms. This show exhibited work by Joseph Beuys, Mel Bochner and Lygia 

Clark, as well as by contemporary artists such as Matthew Barney, Wolfgang Tilmans, 
Mark Lombardi, Matt Mullican and many others. The artist-cum-curator of this 

exhibition Mathew Ritchie wrote in the show’s essay catalogue, ‘This modest exhibition 

is not a history of the diagram but an organization of compelling examples of a specific 

kind of diagram, hand-made diagrams that occupy the impossible space between idea 
and reality’.51 ‘In art historical terms’, Ritchie wrote, ‘the diagram is both refuge and 

refugee, a universal visual bridge between the written and the seen, but without a home 

in either’.52 Here Ritchie is pointing out the ambiguity of the diagram in the context of 

art: do you try to read what it communicates or do you contemplate its visual form? 

Information historian Edward Tufte affirms Ritchie’s reading of the diagram’s 

multiplicity in his 1990 book Envisioning Information: ‘To envision information … is 

to work at the intersection of image, word, number, [and] art’. The meaning of the 
artist’s diagram then, as the works in Ritchie’s exhibition aimed to demonstrate, is the 

act of crossing back and forth between these representational intersections. 

The space between reading and seeing the artist’s diagram can also be understood by 

what Meltzer calls ‘the look of information’. Meltzer, in Systems We Have Loved 
(2013), uses the phrase ‘the look of information’ while examining an untitled 

diagrammatic print by Sol LeWitt made in 1967 (see Figure 5). LeWitt’s Untitled 

(1967) represents hand-drawn plans for a large sculptural installation consisting of a 

horizontal grid with cubes emerging upwards on the y-axis in different ways. 

Meltzer’s ‘look of information’ directly challenges LeWitt’s anti-visual stance taken in 

his manifesto ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’. In ‘Paragraphs’, LeWitt claimed, ‘What 

the work of art looks like isn’t too important’, but conceded that works of art do have 

51 Matthew Ritchie, "The Temptation of the Diagram," (New York CreateSpace Independent Publishing 
Platform 2013), 20. 
52 Ibid. 
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‘to look like something if it has physical form’.53 In statements like these, LeWitt is 

trying to separate the aesthetic and cognitive elements in his work. 

In 1975, art critic Donald Kuspit took the cognitive view of the conceptual and formal 

in LeWitt’s work as the subject of his now famous essay ‘The Look of Thought’.54 

Kuspit claimed the experience of LeWitt’s conceptual qua minimalist work was 
primarily a cognitive one. According to Kuspit, one ‘deduces’ the concept from 

LeWitt’s plain and ‘inconsequential’ forms. 55  For Kuspit, the forms in LeWitt’s 

sculptures and wall drawings are direct illustrations of LeWitt’s thought unadulterated 

by decoration and ornament. 

Meltzer appropriates Kuspit’s phrase ‘the look of thought’ by suggesting LeWitt’s 

hand-drawn diagram does not directly represent thought, but instead appears or ‘looks’ 

like information in the most literal sense. As Meltzer states, ‘In spite of LeWitt’s 

derogation of the visual … what does the print look like?’56 ‘LeWitt’s Untitled looks 
like information’.57 ‘This is not just because the drawing informs us of the rules and 

specifications for [the work]’, Meltzer says, ‘but also because the print has the [specific] 

look of information’. 58  The ‘look of information’ then is a way of describing 

information and text in a visual sense without reading the meaning signified by 
language itself. 

The look of information here is similar to what art critic Lawrence Alloway called ‘the 

texture of meaning’. Alloway used the phrase ‘the texture of meaning’ to describe the 
mixture of pre-existing informational signs like arrows and geometric abstraction in 

Japanese artist Shusaku Akawara’s diagrammatic paintings of the late 1960s (see 

Figure 6). Alloway, in his essay ‘The Complex Present’ (1979), said of the concrete and 

abstract elements in Akawara’s work, ‘Signs and diagrammatic shapes such as 
cylinders, arrows, and concentric circles mingle with words and phrases, abstract and 

semiological signals coming together on the canvas’.59 Alloway suggested that when 

signs with direct meaning such as words are presented in conjunction with open forms 

 
53 LeWitt, “Paragraphs on Conceptual Art” in Peter Osborne, Conceptual Art (London, United Kingdom: 
Phaidon Press, 2011), 150. 
54 Donald B. Kuspit, “Sol LeWitt: The Look of Thought,” in Sol LeWitt: Critical Texts, ed. Adachiara 
Zevi (Rome: I Libri di AEIOU, 1994), 210. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Meltzer, Systems We Have Loved, 34. 
57 Ibid. 
58 The general academic field which “the look of information” reflects is “information design”. Edward 
Tufte’s  book earlier book The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (1982)  examines “the look of 
information” in a specialized sense local to the science of information. 
59 Lawrence Alloway, "The Complex Present", Art Criticism 1:1, Spring 1979, 32. 
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like arrows and circles in abstract ways, this evokes a ‘texture’ or feeling of information 

without directly communicating anything in a factual or technical way. 

In the case of ‘the arrow’, which diagrams use in a meta sense to label their subject, 

when presented within an abstract artwork the arrow loses its referential capacity. As 

philosopher Daniel Coffeen says of the visual sign of arrows: 

Arrows are informational. They inform us about things we can’t see, telling us 
where to go when we can’t see the road ahead or what direction unseen 
forces—such as wind—are moving. They presumably sit outside the action, 
telling us about the action but not part of the action per se. I suppose we can 
say that arrows are meta.60 

Coffeen uses the example of Matthew Ritchie’s work (see Figure 7) to explain his point: 

Look at Matthew Ritchie’s arrows. What are they telling us? What is it that’s 
flowing this way and that? At least in part, it seems to be the movement of the 
forms, the colored shapes that are sprawling in different directions 
simultaneously. In this case, the arrows inform and warn us: Here come the 
forms!61 

Here, Coffeen is drawing attention to how the concrete, signifying function of the arrow 

is made strange when it is forced to describe something abstract such as Ritchie’s 
blobby flows of matter. Coffeen reminds us, however, ‘these arrows are not only 

informational. They are themselves constitutive of the painting, of the very material of 

this world’.62 ‘Which is to say’, Coffeen writes, ‘the arrows here are not outside the fray 
… but are of the fray, in the slosh of form and percept and affect’. Coffeen claims that 

arrows in Ritchie’s diagrammatic painting ‘mark the direction of the flow but 

themselves flow, as well’.63 In this way, Coffeen argues, the meta quality of the arrow 

in Ritchie’s work is integrated into the picture plane, unlike purely informational 
diagrams where arrows signify a vantage point outside the subject. 

Following Coffeen, artworks that integrate diagrammatic signs like boxes, arrows and 

labels do not put information about the diagram’s subject on display. Instead, the 

quality of the ‘diagrammatic’ is itself put onto a stage for our contemplation. Further, I 
suggest Ritchie’s chaotic swirl of arrows in his work represents not only a ‘look of 

information’ but a look of information overload. 

60 Daniel Coffeen to An Emphatic Umph, 30/06/2016, 2016, 
https://hilariousbookbinder.blogspot.com/2016/06/the-speed-and-flow-of-matthew-ritchie.html. 
61 Ibid. 
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While many contemporary artists use the diagram or diagrammatic elements to evoke a 

‘look of information’ in their work (e.g., Ritchie, Julie Mehretu, Matt Mullican and 
Peter Halley), the conceptual artists before them used the diagram in its conventional 

way as an ascetic visual aid for describing concepts or phenomena. Most commonly, 

conceptual artists used the diagram to create a more ‘objective’ kind of work that 
reduced personal expression and to question the meaning of representational forms of 

art. 

1.2 The Diagram as Documentary 

Conceptual works of art have traditionally used diagrams to communicate meaning in 

expressionless and factual ways. Here, I will take a moment to explain what diagrams 
are in a more technical sense to see how art twists their inner mechanisms. Art historian 

Sussane Leeb highlighted two prominent functions of the diagram in her 2011 essay ‘A 

Line with Variable Direction, Which Traces No Contour, and Delimits No Form’, 

explaining the diagram as either a retrospective or projective form of representation. In 
a retrospective diagram, this representation is orientated towards labelling and 

categorising a phenomenon like a cross-sectional diagram of the human heart. A 

projective diagram emphasises the relationships between different ideas and objects. As 

Leeb explains, the projective diagram ‘is rather the structural possibility of putting 
relationships in the foreground, so conceiving the diagrammatic as something which 

describes the alignment of words, shapes, objects and persons’. 64  In this sense, a 

retrospective diagram emphasises stability through dissection of a subject, whereas a 

projective diagram emphasises connective possibilities between different elements. In 
any case, regardless of whether a diagram has a projective or retrospective dynamic, the 

diagram itself is a representation that creates a document of reality, as Leeb puts it, 

‘marked by lines’.65 

Both retrospective and projective diagrams are seen in conceptual art. Mel Bochner’s 

Measurement Room superimposed a diagram of the exhibition space onto the walls of 

the room—a retrospective diagram. Robert Smithson merged both projective and 

retrospective diagrams to explain the dimensions, function and purposes of his 
earthworks, sculptures and pseudoscientific geological theories. Most famously, Hans 

Haacke’s Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, a Real-Time Social System, 
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as of May 1st, 1971 (1971) most clearly takes up the diagram as a tool to document the 

world. This work in particular documented the fraudulent business dealings of slum 
property in New York. Haacke’s work consisted of two maps and 142 photographs of 

buildings, with six diagrams showing the intricate web of holding companies and 

mortgagees (see Figures 8–10). This work was a projective diagram that took the 
relationships between elements (real-estate companies) as its subject. 

When Haacke’s work was shown in the 1971 exhibition Conceptual Art and Conceptual 

Aspects, he stated, ‘the working premise [of his work] is to think in terms of systems’.66 

Systems for Haacke could be ‘physical, biological or social; they can be man-made, 
naturally existing, or a combination of any of the above’.67 In statements like these, 

Haacke reminds us that, like many artists in his time, he was interested in the social 

world, concepts, or ideas first and aesthetics second. In this sense, Haacke’s 

diagrammatic and documentary work was the most direct way of representing his 
premise. Unlike later examples of contemporary art that represent information in playful 

ways, Haacke used information as a tool to engage with class and power in New York 

in his time. 

In a similar socially orientated documentary work, artist Mary Kelly used diagrams and 
charts to chronicle the life of her newborn son. Her Post-Partum Document (1973–

1979) was a project divided into six parts that took her son’s drawings, nappy liners, 

dietary information and other artefacts and data and organised these elements into 
pseudoscientific tableaus. In part three of this project, Documentation III: Analysed 

Markings And Diary Perspective Schema (Experimentum Mentis III: Weaning from the 

Dyad) (1975), Kelly mounted thirteen individually framed works on paper arranged in a 

straight line (see Figures 11 and 12). Three of these were diagrams drawn by Kelly and 
the remainder were drawn by her child on brown paper. 

The child’s drawings were overlaid with annotations made by the artist in a grid. Kelly 

annotated her child’s drawings with the things the child had said and the context in 

which he said them. As Kelly wrote in one of the work’s annotations, ‘I seem to be 
constantly trying to assess my role in his learning process’.68 In this way, Kelly’s 

work is an attempt to document the development of her child. Meltzer notes that 

Kelly’s artistic strategy is a peculiar way of representing motherhood: ‘in Kelly’s 

Post-Partum Document, the appearance of so many scientistic discourses and 

66 Haacke in Eve Meltzer, Systems We Have Loved.  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013), 33. 
67 Ibid., 34. 
68 Mary Kelly, Post-Partum Document, 1973-1979. 
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diagrammatic aesthetics seems disaffected, dry, and intellectually distant, especially 

given that the artist’s son is the subject of her work’.69 While it is a cold gesture to 
represent her loved one through information, what this ‘ultimately reveal[s] is the 

artist’s profound and rather amorous attachment to systems’. 70  Meltzer claims that 

Kelly, and many other conceptual artists, had become infatuated with the cleanliness, 
efficiency and documentary power of information-based representations and the 

systems that generate them. This way of adopting a diagrammatic language is still 

popular within contemporary art. However, as I will explain, this representational style 

has been used in weirder, more cerebral, more abstract and more fun ways. 

1.3 Contemporary Diagrams and Brain Storming 

Contemporary artists creating diagrams are more likely to use this visual form in more 

abstract and less documentary ways. The contemporary artist’s diagram of my interest 

draws out possibilities, connections and relationships, as opposed to strictly 

documenting phenomena. In this way, diagrams made by the contemporary artist are 
more likely to question the rational thinking of the diagram itself. In addition, the 

contemporary artist’s diagram exemplifies another of Leeb’s observations about the 

diagrammatic: diagrams can ‘take care of “order and stability” ’ but they can also ‘be a 

means to “destabilisation and discovery” ’. 71  These brainstorming diagram or mind 
maps exemplify the diagram’s possibility for discovery. In addition, a mind map with 

too many connections can convolute and destabilise the diagram itself. 

For example, the British artist Jeremy Deller’s work The History of the World (1997) is 

a notable case of a projective brainstorming diagram by a contemporary artist. This 
work resembles a hand-drawn mind map that links myriad associations, facts and 

thoughts together in one network (see Figure 13). This work, drawn directly onto the 

walls of the gallery space, weaves together Deller’s perceived relationship between 
brass bands and the genre of acid house dance music. Here, the seriousness and 

rationality of the diagrammatic is displaced in favour of Deller’s humorous associative 

thinking. 

In this work, Deller connects brass bands and acid house by their shared relationships to 
subjects such as advanced capitalism, civil unrest, or the British miner’s strikes of 

1984–1985. By connecting these two marginal genres of music, Deller’s work reveals a 
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narrative about British life under a conservative government in the early 1990s. 

However, I suggest that the diagram in itself represents the look of loose thoughts 
endlessly circulating as one tries to focus on a given subject. 

Deller’s work has since been exhibited in the suitably titled show Mind Maps at the 

Galeria Paula Alonso in 2015. This show was aimed at grouping together artists that 
deploy the same trope of diagramming to better understand what mind mapping says 

about the interpretation of information in a time where it is abundant. Curator Montse 

Badia explained in the exhibition’s press release, ‘the use of mind maps is a widespread 

practice in a present marked by the accessibility to information and not necessarily to 
their interpretation’.72 Mind Maps, according to its curator, drew specific attention to 

artists processing information through the diagram ‘as a way of understanding the 

world’ to create ‘idiosyncratic stories and to discover twisted plots or conspiracies’.73 

Mind Maps and the work of Jeremy Deller draw out how the diagram can be used in an 
inductive way to envision otherwise previously disconnected relationships and ideas. 

Similar to Deller, American artist Theaster Gates is known for his history-focused 

‘mind-map’ wall drawings. In Gates’s 2019 exhibition titled Amalgam at the Palais de 

Tokyo, the artist created several maps in situ drawn from memory onto slate boards (see 
Figure 14). These spontaneously drawn maps detailed a timeline that connected 

multiple colonial histories together. Gates’s diagram juxtaposed the history of Malaga 

Island in Maine with its myriad connections to Europe, Africa and the United States. In 
addition, Gates’s map also connected the history of anti-miscegenation laws. In this 

way, Gates’s work pictures the interconnectedness of one colonial history with many 

others. While the artist did gather research material for this work, the execution was not 

pre-planned. While Deller’s wall diagram evokes thinking through its complex flow of 
lines and text bubbles, Gates’s spontaneous diagram captures the artist’s thoughts in a 

more direct way. For example, one can see the ghostly layers of chalk on the slate 

where the artist has erased, redrawn and reshaped his work to accommodate his ideas. 

Additionally, while both Gates and Deller used a diagram to articulate their thoughts 
about history, Gates’s work evokes a seriousness and scholarly tone that Deller’s does 

not. 

In my own work, in 2017, I participated in a studio residency where I decided to create 

one large spontaneous map-like drawing over the course of the time I spent there (see 
Figure 15). In this studio experiment, I tacked a large piece of paper (roughly 

72 Monste Badia, Mind Maps (Madrid: a3 bandas, 2015), 6. 
73 Ibid. 
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2 x 1.5 metres) to the studio wall and glued an image I had found online to the centre, 

with the idea that I would make drawings in a mind map around this image every day 
until the residency was over.74 The image I chose—a picture of a rubber boot balancing 

on a large green mechanical spring, shot from below to showcase a bright blue sky—did 

not matter, as it was meant to be a starting point for a game of illustrated associative 
thinking. 

My intention was to mimic the experience of reading online, wherein one subject leads 

to another. Before long, you have drifted far from your original line of enquiry. For 

example, the Wikipedia article for the English philosopher Jeremy Bentham is only 
separated by three page links to the article on ‘Cantopop’,75 a genre of pop music 

written in mandarin but sung in Cantonese. My drawing, consisting of text, illustrations 

and annotated thoughts, aimed to visualise the amusing connectedness of the web but 

within the confines of my own imagination. Disappointingly, the result of this 
experiment proved to be not as satisfying or illustrative as I imagined. While the map-

like drawing I produced over my residency contained a lot of handwritten notes and 

drawings about rubber, cowboys, mud and feet layered over the top of one another, by 

generating the content only from my imagination, I could not produce the genuine 
surprise links and jumps that the web does. This studio experiment, inspired by the 

humour of Deller and the spontaneousness of Gates, ultimately failed as a finished work 

of art but did reinforce for me the importance of improvised drawing and note taking as 
core parts of my practice and integral components of my thesis exhibition.76 

1.4 Conspiracy Maps 

Shortly after finishing my honours degree, I mounted an exhibition of found 

photographs and wall drawings about a semi-fictional conspiracy. This exhibition, titled 

Memory Foam Never Forgets (2016), was a play on the representations of conspiracy 
theories online and in pop culture. 

Conspiracy theorists in pop culture and real life often adopt the detective-style map of 

red string and photographs to explore and justify their paranoia. In this exhibition, I 

played on this trope of frenzied information management by mounting roughly 800 
images I had saved from the Internet into a map of relationships (see Figure 16). This 

wall work, which spanned across the entire gallery, illustrated a conspiracy theory that 

 
74 See also Agatha Gothe-Snape’s memory drawings such as Every Artist Remembered, 2011 
75 Jeremy Bentham → John Bowring → Hong Kong → Cantopop 
76 Due to the constant erasure of graphite and layering of gesso on this work, its physical integrity and 
archive quality was compromised. —the work was recycled only video documentation remains. 
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attempted to connect all the most enduring and famous conspiracy theories: 9/11, the 

moon landing hoax, reptile leaders, the Roswell incident, flat earth, hollow earth, 
bigfoot, time-cube, JFK assassination, etc. (see Figure 17). Each found image was 

captioned with either ‘fiction’ or ‘non-fiction’ directly onto the wall and arrows were 

drawn to show relationships between each image in the narrative. This resulted in a 
maze of lines and imagery that was increasingly difficult to navigate. 

The floor of the gallery was covered in blue foam tiles, from which pillars made of the 

same foam rose up out of the floor to create plinths (see Figure 18). On the plinths I 

placed found objects that I edited into the photographs on the walls to create a fiction 
that connected the two elements in the show (see Figure 19). 

This show demonstrates how my practice had come to combine humour, representations 

of information and systems of associative thinking. Unlike the serious, conceptual and 

diagrammatic works produced by Haacke and Kelly, my fun and overloaded approach 
to representing information is more aligned to what Ngai calls the zany aesthetic, ‘the 

projection of a personality “pattern” of the subject wanting too much and trying too 

hard’.77 For example, as previously discussed, Ngai sees many of the misadventures and 

scenarios of television’s I Love Lucy (1951–1957) as quintessentially zany. In 
particular, Ngai examined Lucy being stationed on a conveyor belt in a chocolate 

factory where, to keep up with the increasing speed of production, Lucy stuffs her 

mouth with the excess chocolate. Ngai claims zaniness is a description of the humour 
we find in characters trying to keep up, hang on, or solve problems. Ngai makes clear 

that this is not the goofiness of clowns who do fail, stumble and collapse; rather, 

zaniness is the manic competence of a character working in many directions all at once. 

As Ngai explains, zaniness is a comedic character ‘confronted by – and endangered by – 
too much many things coming at [them] at once’.78 In Memory Foam Never Forgets, the 

online world of conspiracy represented a force my character was trying to reckon with. 

The paranoid character portrayed in Memory Foam Never Forgets was trying to figure 

out how all conspiracies were linked by their association to memory foam. Throughout 
the exhibition, my collaborator Charlie Donaldson and I sat in the gallery space and 

constantly reworked the show (e.g., changing photographs and redrawing wall maps), 

greeting visitors and offering tours through the maze of information displayed (see 

Figure 20). 

77 Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting, 180. 
78 Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute, Interesting, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 
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In my later work, I abandoned the character of the conspiracy theorist and instead relied 

on my own personal sense of humour and interests as the driving force. While Memory 
Foam Never Forgets mixed an air of zaniness and the aesthetic of administration, other 

artistic representations of conspiracy have a more serious and less tongue-in-cheek tone. 

For example, the art practice of Mark Lombardi investigates real conspiracies with the 
seriousness and rigour of an investigative journalist. Instead of written reports, however, 

the artist represents his research in information maps. In one of Lombardi’s largest 

works, his drawing Chicago Outfit and Satellite Regimes, ca. 1931-83 (1998) maps out 

five decades of taxation offices’ complicity with organised crime (see Figures 21 and 
22). Lombardi’s map is organised from left to right with hundreds of nodal points, each 

illustrating a relationship between an individual, company, or other entity. Lombardi’s 

information drawings, in his words, were an attempt to visualise the hidden connections 

in global capitalism. As Lombardi explained in an interview in 2000, ‘one of my goals 
is to map the interaction of political, social and economic forces in contemporary 

affairs’.79 Lombardi’s goal is comparable to what critical theorist Frederic Jameson calls 

‘cognitive mapping’. 

In 1991, Jameson noted how the postmodern architectural tropes of John C. Portman’s 
Westin Bonaventure Hotel prevented its guests from creating a mental picture of their 

location within it.80 As Jameson points out, this building is a famous example of how 

postmodern architecture rejects the formal and functional designs of modernism in 
favour of complexity, contradiction, humour, quotation, asymmetry and 

fragmentation.81 This hotel in particular has a labyrinthine internal layout that withholds 

visual clues that would orientate a visitor spatially. According to Jameson, this example 

of postmodern architecture is an analogy for how we are unable to understand where we 
belong in the world or ‘cognitively’ map our personal experiences in the network of 

global capitalism. Lombardi, in this sense, is taking up Jameson’s figure of ‘cognitive 

mapping’ in a form of artistic praxis. 

 
79 Mark Lombardi in Robert Hobbs, Mark Lombardi, Global Networks (New York: ICI, 2003), 47. 
80 Jameson’s account of the Bonaventure appears in his book Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of 
Late Capitalism (1991), 39. 
81 Fredric Jameson uses the term “cognitive mapping” in a number of his texts in to refer to a theoretical 
and aesthetic form of practice that correlates the field of culture with the political economy. In Jameson’s 
view “cognitive mapping” was possible in early capitalism, however it becomes impossible in late stage 
global capitalism. Jameson argues people fragmented across the world are unable to see the full effect of 
the global network of capital. In addition, Jameson claims cognitive mapping becomes more difficult in 
the ‘postmodern’ age, where production has become invisible within the space of metropolitan centres. 
Meanwhile however, Jameson claims the negative effects of capitalism are visible outside the metropolis 
but not the source of these problems. 
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1.5 Information Overload and the Diagram 

While Lombardi’s maps in Chicago Outfit and Satellite Regimes, ca. 1931-83 (1998) 

influenced my work in Memory Foam Never Forgets, the majority of the information I 
connected was fictional. What I do have in common with Lombardi is a shared interest 

in visual complexity. Unlike the earlier works of Haacke and Kelly, where one could 

easily read the information, Lombardi’s massive tangle of lines joined to innumerable 
nodes containing tiny handwriting overwhelmed the viewer. Due to the impossibility of 

parsing hundreds of interconnected relationships in one sitting when standing before 

Lombardi’s work, I was instead drawn to the overall shape of Lombardi’s network of 

lines in a formalist sense. In Chicago Outfit and Satellite Regimes, ca. 1931-83, the 
mass of lines demonstrating relationships in the network become like a woven texture 

and the overall shape of the map seems to swirl with cyclonic activity. Art critic 

Raphael Rubinstein, in a review of Lombardi’s work in Art in America, similarly 

offered a formalist reading of the artist’s diagrams: 

For all their density of information, Lombardi’s drawings are also visually 
engaging: dense clusters of circles and lines give way to wide spaces and 
sweeping arcs; other clusters break away from the central structure to form 
independent units; the entire web is as delicately balanced and interpenetrated 
as an Arshile Gorky drawing.82 

This way of formally examining Lombardi’s information is an instance of Meltzer’s 

‘look of information’. I suggest Lombardi’s work demonstrates how too much 

information woven into a visual complexity prohibits a strictly analytical reading and 
instead encourages a felt and immanent reading of the shape of the diagram itself. When 

simply looking at the information in complex diagrams like Lombardi’s, I feel a specific 

combination of dizziness, uncertainty, attentiveness, distraction and inner 

loquaciousness. I am suggesting here that the figure of the diagram, when overloaded 
with information, primarily expresses its visual and emotive qualities first and its 

didactic and technical quality second. I claim that not only does an overly complex 

diagram stand as a sign of contemporary information overload, it also deconstructs the 
relationship between the informative and purely aesthetic qualities of the diagram. 

Other contemporary artists who similarly deconstruct the diagram by way of too much 

information in their works include Jorinde Voigt, Suzanne Treister and Thomas 

 
82 Raphael Rubinstein, "Mark Lombardi at Pierogi” 2000, in Hobbs, Mark Lombardi, Global Networks, 
40. 
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Hirschhorn (see Figures 23–25).83 Voigt creates heavily annotated drawings that map 

out cryptic combinations of everyday phenomena. In her large-scale drawing Exact 
Words and Views: Fragments d’un discours amoureux I+II (2012), the artist draws 

coloured silhouettes such as a galloping horse, an envelope, an angel’s wing, a dancing 

couple, among other harder to recognise two-dimensional abstractions (see Figures 24 
and 25). The pencil annotations, sweeping lines and loops run across Voigt’s work from 

top to bottom in a way that visually connects all of these fragments together. It is 

difficult to discern what these fragments add up to, because, unlike in Lombardi’s work, 

these forms are not facts. This work, among many of Voigt’s other works, is one of the 
best visualisations how my project wishes to envision information. Specifically, like 

Voigt, I wish to communicate information in more symbolic, pictorial and cryptic ways. 

In Chapter 2, I explain how I developed cryptic informational images through the use of 

a system. 

In a recent publication on contemporary drawing, art historian Martin Herbert stated 

that Voigt ‘takes phenomena that refuse to be fully trapped on paper and creates 

vertiginous evocations of the chase: a partial, but still overwhelming, informational 

sublime’.84 Herbert’s comment on Voigt’s work contextualises how in this research 
project I have come to apprehend my practice’s relationship with information. In my 

work, which will be further discussed in Chapter 2, I attempt to systematically catalogue 

my experience with, to borrow Herbert’s words, ‘the informational sublime’ of a system 
of chance.85  However, instead of the scholarly pursuit of Voigt—whose title Exact 

Words and Views: Fragments d’un discours amoureux I+II references a book by French 

theorist Roland Barthes86—I will be discussing two of my exhibitions that work from a 

system that produces random strings of nonsense keywords. Or in other words, a zany 
system. 

83 While the work of the contemporary collective of artists known as The Atlas group and the artist Walid 
Raad make diagrams similar to these artists, they do not evoke this particular overloaded aesthetic. Their 
work however is an important figure in contemporary representations of information. Notable exhibitions 
addressing information overload include Hito Steyerl’s survey show Too Much World (2014) at the 
Institute of Modern Art, Everything is Connected (2018) at the Met Breuer, and This is the show and the 
show is many things (1994) at The Stedelijk Museum voor Actuele Kunst. Each of these shows portray 
hyperactive, overcrowded, or wacky representations of information in films, installations, and wall based 
media. 
84 Martin Herbert in Christian Rattemeyer, Vitamin D2: New Perspectives in Drawing (London: Phaidon 
2018), 300. 
85 As theorist James Bridle says in New Dark Age “to deal with the network is to deal a Borgesian infinite 
library and all the inherent contradictions contained within it: a library that will not converge and 
continually refuses to cohere” (23). 
86 Fragments d'un discours amoureux (1977) is a book of experimental critical theory by the French 
Philosopher Roland Barthes. 
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While Chapter 1 provides a visual context for my work by illustrating the visual quality 

of information in historical examples of conceptual and contemporary art, Chapter 2 
details how my later work in this project uses a system that generates a catalogue of 

randomised ideas to be used in my studio practice. My work discussed in Chapter 2, 

like most of my visual examples, attends to information in a similar diagrammatic style; 
however, my work adopts a distinctive ‘zanier’ voice through titling, subject and 

spontaneous visual expression. 

This chapter aimed to highlight the long history information has had in artistic practice 

while focusing on the understated role the diagram has had in shaping that history. 
However, unlike ‘merely interesting’ and expressionless conceptual art, my work, and 

my exhibition Memory Foam Never Forgets in particular, explored how information 

can be represented through diagrams that err on the side of zany information overload. 

Figure 1: Sol LeWitt, Red Square, White Letters, 1962 

Image removed  
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Figure 2: Mel Bochner, Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on Paper Not 

Necessarily Meant to be Viewed as Art, 1966 

Figure 3: Mel Bochner, Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on Paper Not 

Necessarily Meant to be Viewed as Art, 1966, Detail 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 4: Mel Bochner, Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on Paper Not 

Necessarily Meant to be Viewed as Art, 1966, Xerox page 

Figure 5: Sol LeWitt, Untitled, 1967 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 6: Shusaku Akawara, That in Which No. 2, 1974 

Figure 7: Matthew Ritchie, Yes/No, 2004 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 8: Hans Haacke, Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, a Real-Time 

Social System, as of May 1st, 1971, 1971, Detail 

Figure 9: Hans Haacke, Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, a Real-Time 

Social System, as of May 1st, 1971, 1971, Detail 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 10: Hans Haacke, Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, a Real-

Time Social System, as of May 1st, 1971, 1971, Detail 

Figure 11: Mary Kelly, Documentation III: Analysed Markings And Diary Perspective 
Schema (Experimentum Mentis III: Weaning from the Dyad), 1975, Installation view 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 12: Mary Kelly, Documentation III: Analysed Markings And Diary Perspective 

Schema (Experimentum Mentis III: Weaning from the Dyad), 1975, Detail 

Figure 13: Jeremy Deller, History of the World, 1997–2004, Installation view 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 14: Theaster Gates, Slate drawing at the Palais de Tokyo, 2019 

Image removed  
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Figure 15: Still frames from the timelapse video of my mind map drawing during my 

residency 
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Figure 16: Spencer Harvie and Charlie Donaldson, Memory Foam Never Forgets, 

2016, Wall drawing detail 

Figure 17: Spencer Harvie and Charlie Donaldson, Memory Foam Never Forgets, 

2016, Installation view 
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Figure 18: Spencer Harvie and Charlie Donaldson, Memory Foam Never Forgets, 

2016, Detail 

Figure 19: Spencer Harvie and Charlie Donaldson, Memory Foam Never Forgets, 

2016, Childhood sculpture made in 1997 
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Figure 20: Spencer Harvie and Charlie Donaldson, Memory Foam Never Forgets, 

2016, Gallery sitting performance 

Figure 21: Mark Lombardi, Chicago Outfit and Satellite Regimes, ca. 1931-83, 1998 

Image removed  
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Figure 22: Mark Lombardi, Chicago Outfit and Satellite Regimes, ca. 1931-83, 1998, 

Detail 

Figure 23: Thomas Hirschhorn, Plan Moi, 2003 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 24: Jorinde Voigt, Exact Words and Views: Fragments d’un discours amoureux 

I+II, 2012 

Figure 25: Jorinde Voigt, Exact Words and Views: Fragments d’un discours amoureux 
I+II, 2012, Detail 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Chapter 2: Systems: Methods, Materials and Outcomes 

Today we have entered into a new form of schizophrenia … with the 
emergence of an immanent promiscuity and the perpetual interconnection of 
all information and communication networks. 

—Jean Baudrillard, The Ecstasy of Communication (1987) 

In this chapter, I examine cultural theorist Sianne Ngai’s idea of the zany aesthetic and 
how it informs my art practice. I will discuss a system of chance that I developed to 

create the artworks and exhibitions that resulted from this system in the latter half of my 

candidature. This chance system, D-100, relied on 100-sided die rolls and an index of 

ideas that together generated imagery and ideas that I could not voluntarily imagine 
unassisted. This system spawned the imagery and design for the two final exhibitions 

discussed in this thesis, Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a Daydream (2019) (in 

collaboration with James Barth) and Dungeon Master (2021). These two shows 

represent a shift in my practice, from a desire to represent the idea of a complex and 
sprawling system, as seen in Memory Foam Never Forgets (2016) (discussed in Chapter 

1), to the idea of using a chaotic system of chance to generate new spontaneous forms of 

zany imagery. The chaotic system generates informational puzzles that I visually 

resolve in my work. Specifically, the system randomly selects from a list of disparate 
keywords, producing ungrammatical non-sequiturs, for example, ‘Canister shopping 

terrazzo to spy the friend in the toy-room clockwise howl and for sir? Popped polo 

geese’. This string of randomly selected keywords then informs the image I am working 
on by finding relationships and narrative in the string of nonsense. In essence, this way 

of working with a zany system pressures my creative thinking into seeing the images in 

my work with a cartoon logic and aesthetic. The idea of a zany system extends Ngai’s 

ideas of the zany, insofar as she locates it predominantly in performances in film and 
television. 

In this chapter, I examine the role chance plays in my system, how it manifests visually 

and how chance has been otherwise used in art history. This chapter concludes by 

reflecting on how the zany, chance and the system have become intertwined in my 
practice and what this combination of aesthetic, process and attitude says about our 

experience of being overwhelmed by algorithmically driven culture. However, before I 

discuss the meaning of chance in art, I need to establish how exhibitions in the twentieth 

century have attempted to frame the elusive and often ambiguous concept of ‘systems’. 
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2.1 Exhibitions of Systems 

Throughout the twentieth century, many attempts have been made to address ‘the 

system’ as a theme, concept, subject and method through exhibitions. In terms of the 
theory of systems and the related field of cybernetics, there have been multiple attempts 

to define the essential qualities of systems throughout history. In everyday terms, a 

‘system’ is understood as a set of things working together like a mechanism. This 
everyday definition can describe things such as engines, a solar system, or office 

administration workflows. 

In systems theory, the definitions are similar if a little more precise. For example, 

system theorist Börje Langefors, in his Essays on Infology (1995), described a system as 
‘a set of entities with relations between them’.87 An older definition by theorist James 

Grier Miller stated that ‘a system is a set of interacting units with relationships between 

them’.88 In terms of art, the kinds of systems artists use or represent are often imprecise 

or abstract and would not stand up to proper scrutiny under these definitions. A better 
way of thinking about systems in art is through a concept of family resemblance. For 

example, an artwork addressing systems may have a combination of the following: rules 

governing its process, formal constraints, been generated partly or wholly by external 

means, a mechanical or digital aesthetic, modular or serialised elements, or kinetic 
interdependent parts.89 Throughout the twentieth century, these looser definitions of 

systems have been the main way art exhibitions have addressed the idea of systems. 

For example, in 1966, art critic Lawrence Alloway curated Systemic Painting at the 

Guggenheim Museum. In this exhibition, Alloway used the term ‘systemic’ to refer to 
what he saw as the serialised and rules-based paintings of minimalism, including artists 

such as Jo Baer, Agnes Martin and Robert Ryman. Unlike the static paintings and 

formally driven work in Alloway’s exhibition, the ‘systems’-themed exhibition 
Cybernetic Serendipity (1968) at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London showed 

a sculpture by Gordon Pask titled Colloquy of Mobiles. This work in particular was 

comprised of sculptural units hung in a mobile system that interacted both with each 

other and the audience through light and sound. 

87 Börje Langefors, Essays on Infology (Sweden: Studentlitteratur, 1995), 9. 
88 James Grier, Living Systems (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978), 16. 
89 The art critic Jack Burnham discussed these often-conjoined themes, devices, and ideas in conceptual 
art under a genre he called “system aesthetics” in 1968. See Jack Burnham, "Systems Esthetics," Art 
Forum September (1968). 
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Pask’s Colloquy of Mobiles is comparatively clunky by today’s standards of 

technological interactivity, but it nonetheless offered a prophetic view of the future 
where systems now autonomously interact with both themselves and us on a daily basis. 

Following this exhibition, systems appeared again, this time both in the formal sense, as 

explored in Systemic Painting (1966), and technologically, as in Cybernetic Serendipity 
(1968) in Software – Information Technology: Its New Meaning for Art, curated by 

artist and critic Jack Burnham. Burnham’s exhibition placed both computer systems and 

works by conceptual artists together to draw out their shared reliance on the logic of 

programming. Burnham saw computing software as comparable to the lines of 
instruction often executed in a seemingly ‘robotic’ manner by conceptual artists. 

Burnham thus presented conceptual artists like Robert Barry, Joseph Kosuth, Douglas 

Huebler and many others as like computers and their conceptual artworks like software 

executed by them. 

More recently, in 2005, curator Donna De Salvo’s exhibition Open Systems: Rethinking 

Art c. 1970 similarly addressed the connections between the concept of systems and 

conceptual art. However, unlike Burnham’s exhibition that examined information 

technology in relation to conceptualism, De Salvo sought to examine how the systems 
in conceptual art address the outside world. Specifically, she used the term ‘open 

system’, borrowed from systems theory, to compare self-referential (or closed) works of 

conceptual art to those that referenced the outside world. For example, Hans Haacke’s 
plexiglass Condensation Cube (1965) sweated as it reacted to the gallery’s temperature; 

this, in De Salvo’s terminology would be a ‘open system’. As an example of a closed 

system in this exhibition, Sol LeWitt’s modular sculpture Serial Project, 1 (ABCD) 

(1966) was made according to a set of predetermined rules so that its form could not be 
influenced by the outside world. 

In the realm of contemporary art, there have been remarkably few exhibitions surveying 

systems in artworks in this technical way. There have, however, been many exhibitions 

addressing the theme of systems by way of the Internet. In particular, how the Internet 
became the most culturally important open system that changed how we perceive 

objects, communication and meaning in general. The most famous of these ‘Internet 

exhibitions’ was Susanne Pfeffer’s 2014 exhibition Speculations on Anonymous 

Materials at Fridericianum in Kassel.90 The exhibition’s press release claimed, ‘art’s 
task changes in a world suffused with generated images. It is imperative to reflect on 

90 This is not to say however there have not been numerous exhibitions about the Internet prior to this 
show in addition to an entire history of Net Art that was popular from the late 1990s through the 2000s. 
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what are often highly psychologically charged worlds of images, the ways they are 

reproduced, and represented’.91 In other words, in this exhibition, contemporary art 
tasked itself with interpreting the ‘anonymous’ materials (like the digital image) that 

flow through our ubiquitous systems. In this exhibition, artists such as Ed Atkins, 

Simon Denny, Alisa Baremboym, Pamela Rosenkranz and Ryan Trecartin presented 
images and objects that have an intrinsic link to materials circulating online. Ed 

Atkins’s CGI animations of poems feature three-dimensional objects, assets and 

textures sourced online. Simon Denny’s Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Documentary 

Restoration (2011) presented the physical materials, images, books and files referenced 
in an old video documentary about chronic fatigue syndrome in a timeline installation, 

with Denny having recombined the reference material to remake or ‘restore’ the 

documentary with materials he sourced online. 

In both of these examples, we see contemporary art exploring and sampling the Internet 
producing artworks that bear a digital trace or resemblance. 92  This sampling ethos 

explored in this show demonstrated Pfeffer’s curatorial argument that ‘art’s brief is no 

longer to generate unique, original images, but to seek reflection in a de-subjectivized 

approach to the existing stocks of objects, images and spaces’.93 That is to say that, 
according to Pfeffer, contemporary art made from recycling anonymous materials lifted 

from the Internet removes the artist’s purely individual point of view. By using 

materials found online, the resultant work contains traces of other creators and 
meanings. According to Pfeffer, this remixing of pre-existing digital signs is an artistic 

methodology that enables artists to better reflect the Internet from an inside point of 

view. 

I, however, do not use pre-existing signs lifted from another system’s flow. Instead of 
quoting a system, such as the Internet in Speculations on Anonymous Materials, I used 

an offline pen-and-paper system that mixes words together so that I can attempt to 

generate signs originating in my imagination. This method was an attempt to both take 

my thoughts offline and challenge myself to develop new images. In my system, I 
integrated chance as the primary function to facilitate the imaginative challenge at the 

centre of this process. Chance has been used in art historically to both enhance 

subjective thought and remove the artist’s hand and expression. In this way, the art 

91 Susanne Pfeffer, "Speculations on Anonymous Materials," news release, 2014. 
92 To see more of “sampling” as a methodology in contemporary art see: Nicolas Bourriaud, 
Postproduction (London: Lukas & Sternberg, 2005). 
93 Pfeffer, "Speculations on Anonymous Materials." 
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historical identity of chance is both an expressive aid and, conversely, something that 

removes the artist’s creative agency. 

2.2 Chance 

Methods of chance and the idea of systems have often been paired together throughout 

the art of the twentieth century. In fact, one could argue that using an element of chance 

in art immediately introduces a system into the conceptual underpinning of the work. It 
is worth mentioning that deliberate chance—unlike coincidence or accident that occurs 

in artworks throughout history—is a specifically modern idea for art. As art historian 

Denis Lejeune claims in The Radical Use of Chance in 20th Century Art (2012), chance 

‘despite its ubiquity, managed almost entirely to evade the attention of artists for 
centuries’. 94  Lejeune claims that art that has embraced chance proper appears to 

counteract centuries of art historical tradition, specifically, art historical traditions that 

have emphasised the clear manifestation of an artist’s intention or vision. 

For example, the Romantic period of art in eighteenth-century Europe emphasised the 
primary importance of the artist’s individual expression. Or, as the Romantic German 

painter Casper David Friedrich said, ‘the artist’s feeling is his law’.95 As art historian 

Michael Ferber points out in his introductory guide to Romantic art, declarative 

statements like Friedrich’s signal not just a devotion to individual expression but also a 
rebellion against the preceding art historical traditions. Romanticism ‘rebelled against 

the established canons of neoclassical aesthetics and against both aristocratic and 

bourgeois social and political norms in favour of values more individual, inward, and 

emotional’. 96  This is to say that Romantic art that privileged emotion as the most 
authentic source of aesthetic experience rejected the rational and political discourse 

favoured by European art academies of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Like 

Romantic art, the modern use of chance similarly represents a reactionary and rebellious 
stance towards aesthetic experience. Specifically, Dada, Surrealism and later 

minimalism used chance to challenge previously held artistic ideals. In Dada, chance 

undermined the concept of originality; in Surrealism, it questioned the psychological 

basis of the artwork; and in minimalism, it helped remove the aesthetic excess perceived 
in art. 

94 Denis Lejeunne, The Radical Use of Chance in 20th Century Art, Faux Titre (Holland: Brill, 2011), 7. 
95 Casper David Friedrich from his writings quoted in Richard  Friedenthal, Letters of the Great Artists 
from Blake to Pollock (London: Thames and Hudson, 1963), 39. 
96 Michael Ferber, Romanticism: A Very Short Introduction (New York: Oxford Universtiy Press, 2010), 
47.
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2.3 Chance: The Automatic and the Aleatory 

The closely intertwined art historical movements of Dada and Surrealism both sought to 

produce new aesthetic categories that broke with traditional understandings of beauty 
and meaning. Specifically, both movements’ manifestos expressed a resentment of a 

sacred or academic art and used techniques to disrupt the traditional basis of their work. 

Art historian David Hopkins states that ‘Dada and Surrealism were ambivalent about 
the idea of art as something sanctified or set apart from life’.97 In Dada, this sentiment is 

found in Tristan Tzara’s ‘Dada Manifesto’, first published in 1918: 

A work of art should not be beauty in itself, for beauty is dead; it should be 
neither gay nor sad, neither light nor dark to rejoice or torture the individual 
by serving him the cakes of sacred aureoles or the sweets of a vaulted race 
through the atmospheres.98 

Tzara is proposing an art that is neither ‘light nor dark’ that does away with previously 
held conceptions of aesthetic experiences grounded in feelings of pleasure, sadness, 

delight and desire. Artist André Breton puts forth a similar anti-aesthetic sentiment in 

the ‘Surrealist Manifesto’ (1924). Breton claimed the surrealist work of art was 

‘dictated by the thought, in the absence of any control exercised by reason, exempt from 
any aesthetic or moral concern’.99 Again, Breton expresses a desire for an art breaking 

away from aesthetic traditions in favour of a radical form of artistic expression. Both 

Dada and Surrealism in their originating texts express a disdain for the purely aesthetic. 
Or, as Hopkins observed in his guide to these movements, ‘disciplinary and formal 

purity were anathema to most of the practitioners of Dada and Surrealism’.100 However 

to achieve the anti-art goals outlined in their manifestos, both movements adopted 

disruptive studio techniques that diminished the individual expressive capacity of the 
artist. Methods that involved chance were one of the most popular ways in which these 

movements sought to achieve such ends, though the quality and practical use of chance 

differed for the Dada or surrealist artist. Chance most predominantly arose in Surrealism 

through what Breton called automatism, whereas Dada’s chance is best represented by 
the concept of aleatory action. These two concepts, while overlapping at times, generate 

chance differently. In automatism, chance is generated by the artist’s inner psyche; 

however, this opens the question of how much influence the artist has on how they 

97 David Hopkins, Dada and Surrealism: A Very Short Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2004), 4. 
98 Tristan Tzara, “Dada Manifesto”, 1918, quoted in Ibid. 
99 Andre Breton, “MANIFESTO OF SURREALISM”, 1924, quoted in Hopkins, Dada and Surrealism: A 
Very Short Introduction, 15. 
100 Ibid., 63. 
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interpret their random psychological events. Aleatory action uses natural sources of 

chance outside of the self to remove the possibility of the artist’s influence over their 
work. For example, this could include flipping coins, drawing cards, or using random 

numbers found in a telephone book. However, aleatory action does not completely 

remove the artist from their work as the parameters and mechanisms of chance used in 
the work are still under the artist’s design. Accordingly, I suggest chance in art history 

has never fully removed the artist’s agency. 

Chance as a by-product of ‘automatic’ behaviour was favoured by the surrealists to 

access what they believed was the unfiltered psyche. Automatism, as Breton called it, 
was used in both surrealist writing and drawing practices. Breton first defined the 

technique in the 1924 ‘Surrealist Manifesto’ as ‘Pure psychic automatism … the 

dictation of thought in the absence of all control exercised by reason’.101 However, 

automatism had been used in writing since 1919, in surrealist journals including 
Littérature, Le Surréalisme, même and L’Archibras.102 In practice, automatic writing 

relied on the artist transcribing a stream of consciousness so quickly that the ego could 

not correct or intervene in the creative process. As Hopkins states, ‘automatism was 

predicated on the conviction that the speed of writing is equivalent to the speed of 
thought’.103 Breton claimed this speed allowed the artist to become a ‘modest recording 

device’ of the psyche.104 Surrealist automatism was also used in visual art. For example, 

from 1924 to 1925, the French painter André Masson produced a series of automatic 
drawings. 

Masson’s Birth of Birds (c. 1925), for instance, was made by quickly and 

indiscriminately making marks on paper. As Masson progressed spontaneously through 

his drawing, it began to morph as if by chance into sexual, animal and architectural 
imagery (see Figure 26). The resultant artwork of Birth of Birds appears to represent, as 

the title crudely suggests, birds emerging from a vagina. Here, automatic drawing 

functions like the psychoanalyst’s inkblot test cliché,105 though instead of projecting 

one’s violent, sexual, taboo, or otherwise repressed thoughts onto random blots of ink, 
the artist is (according to Breton) directly rendering imagery projected directly from the 

unconscious mind. However, what is the quality or type of chance being developed by 

101 Ibid. 
102 Lejeunne, The Radical Use of Chance in 20th Century Art, 87. 
103 Hopkins, Dada and Surrealism: A Very Short Introduction, 67. 
104 Ibid. 
105 While there are no recordings of surrealists specifically using the famous psychoanalytical ink blot test 
or “Rorschach test”. Masson has made other drawings by dropping ink on a piece of paper before 
expanding the drawing with his psychological interpretation of the random blot of ink. Surrealist “games” 
such as Masson’s demonstrates the direct influence psychoanalytical tests had on surrealism. 
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the surrealist’s automatism? Lejeune noted the distinct difference between Dada and 

Surrealism’s attitudes towards the meaning of randomness in art. For example, while 
surrealist automatism produces art that appears to be outside the conscious control of 

the artist, Lejeune insists that the randomness of unconscious words, marks and images 

are not meaningless: ‘[Breton] did not turn his back on the illogical, on the disordered, 
on chance, but showed that it was chance (the opposite of rationality, systems and 

organization) which provided the best point of access to the unrepressed, authentic, 

self’.106 

Unlike Dada, which ‘praised’ the processes of chance for the power to destroy meaning 
and beauty, surrealist automatism was used to find hidden meaning in processes of 

chance.107 In the case of Masson’s drawing, his meaningless unintended marks, upon 

development, produced a sexualised image extrinsic to his preliminary gestures. This is 

to say that automatist chance disavows logical intentions to find meaning accessible 
only when the rational mind is overpowered by the speed of the artist’s movement. As 

Lejeune states, surrealist automatism as a process of chance ‘inherited from Dada … 

carries with it connotations of Anarchism, of the destruction of tradition’.108 In addition, 

Lejeune claims automatism uses chance ‘as the necessary step required to sample the 
unconscious’.109 Here, chance in automatism appears random by virtue of its improvised 

nature but—conscious or not—is still tied to the powers of the individual. Conversely, 

Dada and minimalism use sources of chance disconnected from the artist’s hand and 
mind to fully remove any potential influence they have on their work. I group these 

external processes of chance under what is often referred to as aleatorism or aleatoric 

art. 

The concept of aleatorism in art (from the Latin alea for dice) was popularised as a term 
to describe music composed from processes of chance in the early twentieth century. In 

the 1950s, composers John Cage and Pierre Boulez used both coins and dice to 

determine elements of their work. Cage, on the subject of chance in his work, stated: 

Most people who believe that I’m interested in chance don’t realize that I use 
chance as a discipline. They think I use it—I don’t know—as a way of giving 
up making choices. But my choices consist in choosing what questions to 
ask.110 

106 Lejeunne, The Radical Use of Chance in 20th Century Art, 97. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid. 
109 Ibid. 
110 Cage in conversation with Richard Kostelanetz in Richard Kostelanetz, Conversing with Cage (New 
York: Routledge, 2003), 17. 
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Here, Cage is specifically talking about his 1951 piece for solo piano Music of Changes, 

where the system of chance used involved consulting the ancient Chinese text the I 
Ching to determine tempos, durations, dynamics and densities. The ‘questions’ to which 

Cage refers are his queries about musical phrasings in his composition. Cage solved 

these creative problems by visiting a randomly selected page of the I Ching, which 
provided a cryptic and poetic entry as a reply. To briefly explain, in modern times, to 

use the divination text of the I Ching, one flips three coins six times to generate one of 

sixty-four hexagrams with a corresponding entry. For example, the third hexagram 

‘zhūn’ (‘sprouting’ in English) has historically had entries that refer to a concept that 
means ‘difficult at the beginning’ or ‘gathers support’. In this case, I can imagine 

scoring a ‘sprouting’ phrase of music in Larghissimo (played in a very slow tempo) that 

begins to crescendo over several measures. While this is not a direct example of how 

Cage interpreted his randomly generated ‘answers’, it is easy to imagine how the 
Western musical language can readily describe the expressive entries in the I Ching. 

Cage described this process in his own words: 

If I ask the I Ching a question as though it were a book of wisdom, which it is, 
I generally say, ‘What do you have to say about this?’ and then I just listen to 
what it says and see if some bells ring or not.111 

Here, Cage is telling us that when ‘some bells ring’, or when chance prompts a solution 

to a creative problem, he uses the randomly selected entry as a form of abstract 

compositional instructions. Unlike surrealist automatism—which generates seemingly 
random elements from the unconscious—the chance in Cage’s process relies on a fixed 

external set of variables and conditions: sixty-four possible ‘answers’ accessed by a 

system of coin flips. However, the exact musical notation is not strictly governed by the 

operations of chance in this work. The I Ching’s system, while offering prompts 
randomly, did not dictate the exact dynamics, tempo and phrasing in Cage’s work. In 

this way, chance here is more like an aid to prompt decisions outside of Cage’s usual 

creative faculties. I suggest that the chance in Cage’s randomly generated prompts, or 

Breton and Masson’s automatism, does not remove the self completely from the work 
as they both rely on internal thoughts, unconscious or not, which creates a lingering 

sense of freedom in the process. Cage used an external aleatory device (coin flips) to 

direct his composition away from his usual patterns of thought, but the final notation in 

his work is not an index of chance data and, thus, the exact forms in Cage’s work 
ultimately remained up to him. 

111 Ibid. 
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The Dadaist’s approach to chance goes further to remove any form of residual freedom 

in their work by relying even more on externally limiting aleatory processes. As 
Hopkins notes, ‘whereas the Surrealists were primarily interested in the individual 

psyche, the Dadaist’s chose to invoke forces which were entirely independent of 

themselves’.112 For example, the collages of the prominent Dadaist Jean Arp were made 
by fixing dropped pieces of paper onto the surface of the work. This, I suggest, 

represents a recording of chance and not an abstract interpretation of a random event as 

represented by both Music of Changes and Birth of Birds. 

Arp’s collages, in particular, Selon les lois du hazard (1933), in comparison to the 
automatism of later surrealists, shows the operation of chance at a further distance from 

the self (see Figure 27). The formal composition of Selon les lois du hazard, for 

example. relies on factors completely out of the artist’s control, namely, gravity and air 

resistance. By relying on these chance-driven operations, Arp was able to put a 
significant depersonalised formal constraint on his work, or, per Hopkins, he was able 

to invoke an impersonal and ‘nature based’ process ‘as opposed to psychologically 

orientated human ones’ favoured by Surrealism.113 According to Hopkins, chance for 

Arp ‘was linked to nature and was part of an “unfathomable raison d’être … an order 
inaccessible in its totality” ’.114 Arp, states Hopkins, looked for an order outside human 

subjectivity as he and other Dadaist’s ‘distrusted human egotism and a too-high 

valuation of human reason’ as a ‘world war had arisen from such values’. 115  Arp 
himself affirmed in his early writing: 

Revolted by the butchery of the 1914 World War, we in Zurich devoted 
ourselves to the arts. While the guns rumbled in the distance, we sang, painted, 
made collages and wrote poems with all our might. We were seeking an art 
based on fundamentals, to cure the madness of the age, and a new order of 
things that would restore the balance between heaven and hell.116 

Chance for Arp and his contemporaries was one way of creating a work ‘based on 

fundamentals’ for a ‘new order’ that did not involve artistic individuality, genius, or 
inspiration that Dada saw as an anathema to social progression post World War I. 

However, the variables and limiting conditions of Arp’s collage required creative 

decisions and, by withdrawing from one aspect of the creative act, the other artistic 

decisions became even more apparent—for example, how many pieces of paper Arp 

112 Hopkins, Dada and Surrealism: A Very Short Introduction, 71. 
113 Ibid. 
114 Ibid. 
115 Ibid. 
116 An except from Arp’s published writing in ibid., 8. 
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dropped, their shape, how high he dropped them from, the paper’s colour, the work’s 

size and the possibility of fabricated ‘drops’ or ‘re-dos’ for a more aesthetic outcome. In 
this way, Arp, while distancing himself from the process of formal abstraction, 

nonetheless had a role in designing the variables and limits of his work, which does not 

absolve him of the authorship he loathed in other art. 

While chance pushes the work outside of the self—such as moving so fast that your 

conscious mind does not interfere or letting a book of chance guide your thoughts—

Arp’s work shows that how the artist stages or sets the parameters of chance still 

requires a form of subjectivity. In the case of minimalism, chance was pursued in a 
similar fashion to Dada as a means to create a more objective art less reliant on personal 

expression. 

Before continuing my analysis of chance, I will define what I mean by ‘minimalism’ as 

the term has been used as the name for an art historical movement spanning multiple 
mediums, an ahistorical artistic style, or an everyday descriptor of anything with a pared 

back aesthetic. In my use, I am referring to Minimal Art, a term first used by the art 

historian Richard Wollheim in 1965 to describe a movement in visual art emphasising 

the literalness of the object in painting and sculpture.117 After Wollheim, American 
artist Donald Judd used the term ‘minimalism’ in his essay ‘Specific Objects’ (1965) 

followed by his contemporary Robert Morris in his essay ‘Notes on Sculpture, Parts I 

and II’ (1967). These written accounts of minimalism were not addressing the serialised 
compositions in music or dance as described by the same name but were addressing an 

idea in visual art that Judd called ‘specific objects’.118 As Judd wrote, ‘half or more of 

the best new work in the last few years has been neither painting nor sculpture’.119 This 

‘new work’ to which Judd is referring is the industrially produced, non-representational, 
geometric sculptures, paintings and installations that we now recognise as the 

minimalism of the late 1950s through to the 1960s in New York. Judd made a specific 

note in his writing that while the ‘new’ was neither ‘painting nor sculpture’, some 

works were painted (often with enamel or other non-traditional media). However, 
according to Judd, the paint on these wall or floor works ‘got rid of the problem of 

illusionism’ by referring exclusively to themselves as objects in the space they 

happened to occupy and not to a subject outside the physical object itself.120 Or, as art 

historian Daniel Marzona in his book Minimal Art stated, ‘The three-dimensional works 

117 Richard Wollheim, "Minimal Art," in Minimal Art : A Critical Anthology (New York: E.P. Dutton,
1968), 200. 
118 Donald Judd, Complete Writings 1959-1975 (New York: New York University Press, 1975), 181. 
119 Ibid. 
120 Ibid. 
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of [Carl] Andre, [Dan] Flavin, [Donald] Judd, [Sol] LeWitt and [Robert] Morris refer 

neither metaphorically nor symbolically to anything beyond themselves, and can no 
longer be translated back into anything pictorial’.121 For minimalism, chance offered a 

way for artists to, as Marzona states, escape both metaphor and symbolism. Minimalists 

who allow strict non-human processes of chance to decide the scale, colour and form of 
their work are attempting to make their works statements of fact instead of intentional 

artistic illusion or allusion. 

This stricter variant of chance was used by both the American artist Ellsworth Kelly and 

later by the lesser-known French artist François Morellet in their minimalist 
compositions. Chance for these two artists was a method that developed the objective 

and anti-illusionistic art practiced by their minimalist contemporaries. In addition, these 

minimalists’ use of chance represents a further distancing between the artist’s personal 

expression and the artwork. Like Arp, Kelly and Morellet appeared to faithfully record 
chance data in their work without intervention, in contrast to the previously discussed 

approaches of Cage and Masson that leave random events open to interpretation. 

For instance, before Kelly began his 1951 work Spectrum Colors Arranged by Chance 

II, he had specified the parameters and conditions that chance would play in the work. 
The work appears to be a partially filled grid of coloured squares cut out and stuck to 

paper without a repeating pattern or emergent image (see Figure 28). Kelly, in a 2008 

interview with German art historian Christoph Grunenberg, spoke to the specific 
conditions and methods of chance he used in this particular series of collages: ‘a chance 

system for the placement of colours on a grid’ consisting of ‘numbered slips of paper 

[that] each referred to a colour’.122 Kelly explained in this interview that he limited the 

colours to ‘eighteen different hues’ that he placed within the forty-by-forty inch square 
grid of the work. According to art historian Innis Howe Shoemaker, Kelly ‘took the 

small squares of colored paper and arranged them quickly … on the grid, as if by 

chance, … proceed[ing] progressively from the grid’s lateral sides toward the center’.123 

In this way, Kelly’s composition is filled systematically from a series of unfolding and 
arbitrary chance events in a form of artistic ‘lucky dip’. 

Kelly’s randomised system clearly demonstrates an indifference to the expressive use of 

colour as championed by American abstract painters of earlier decades, or, as Kelly 

121 Daniel Marzona, Minimal Art (London: Taschen, 2004), 11. 
122 Christoph Grunenberg, Ellsworth Kelly (London: Tate Publishing 2008), 30. 
123 Innis Howe Shoemaker, Adventures in Modern Art : The Charles K. Williams Ii Collection (New 
Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 2009), 74. 
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stated, ‘I wanted to show how any colour goes with any other colour’.124 Effectively, 

there is no special reason as to why one colour should be arranged any different from 
any other in this particular work. Similar to Kelly’s system of chance, French artist 

François Morellet used a grid to make a direct record of chance in his paintings. In 

Morellet’s work, his painting system further restricts the contribution of human 
decision-making. 

Morellet used chance in his minimalist compositions since 1958 in a variety of different 

ways. For my purposes, Morellet’s painting Random Distribution of 40,000 Squares 

Using the Odd and Even Numbers of a Telephone Directory, 50% Blue, 50% Red  
(1960) demonstrates an almost completely depersonalised and aleatory use of chance 

(see Figure 29). In this painting, Morellet (as the title explains) encoded telephone 

numbers through red and blue squares on a square canvas, blue corresponding to odd 

numbers and red to even numbers. The resultant painting appears like visual static with 
no discernible pattern, pictorial meaning, or gestural expression. Unlike Kelly and any 

of the previous examples, in this work, Morellet was not involved at all in creating his 

chance. Lejeune calls works by Morellet that encode found random data in this way a 

‘fixed’ form of chance: ‘The reason for calling these works “fixed” is that they 
constitute, in the catalogue of works by Morellet, a category that is rendered distinctive 

by the fact that, as with traditional paintings … [and] poems … their shape is final’.125 

This is to say that the ‘final shape’ of the work, including its scale, colour and pattern, 
was predetermined by the strict parameters Morellet decided on before painting the 

work. In this way, all forms of meaningful pattern, image, or gesture are purged by the 

work’s faithful recording of arbitrary random data. As Lejeune states, ‘chance is 

restricted to the process of giving these pieces a physical shape: they record a specific 
random datum, translating it into colours or visual patterns’.126 Strangely, by purging as 

many artistic choices as possible by finding pre-existing random data (in this case, 

numbers) and coding it into an arbitrary visual language (red and blue squares on a 

grid), the concept of chance becomes uncertain. As Lejeune says of Morellet’s painting, 
‘the contribution of chance disappears, as it were, as soon as that data is translated onto 

the canvas’. 127  Here, a question emerges of whether interpreting readymade data 

through a coded visual language is chance or a static representation of randomness. 

124 Grunenberg, Ellsworth Kelly, 31. 
125 Lejeunne, The Radical Use of Chance in 20th Century Art, 134. 
126 Ibid. 
127 Ibid. 
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Conversely, Masson and Breton’s psychological form of chance placed no restrictions 

on the forms in their drawings or writing, and in Kelly’s similarly gridded composition, 
each coloured square Kelly randomly selected was a part of a new and unfolding chain 

of chance events. Thus, unlike Morellet, Kelly’s overall composition was not fixed 

wholly in place from the beginning; instead, Kelly was the active agent in his process of 
chance through his series of ‘lucky dips’. 

My interpretation of chance in all of the above examples of automatism and aleatory 

techniques raises further conceptual questions about the nature of determinism in 

chance-based art and the significance of the artist’s control over the random processes 
in their work. For example, could Masson’s psychological drawing have been predicted 

by studying his initial conditions or does the work only come into existence through the 

practice of automatism? Or on the issue of control, how much power did Masson have 

over his mark making? Was he ‘acting randomly’ or did the unbounded nature of the 
unconscious have direct influence over his work?128 In contrast to Masson, Morellet 

appeared to relinquish all control over his work by submitting all of his formal decisions 

to chance. Yet, by choosing pre-existing data to determine random patterns in his 

painting, the act of chance disappeared as soon as his process begun. 

How much control the artist has over their chance is of course determined by their 

artistic goals. For instance, chance can introduce indeterminacy in the work of the 

avant-garde composer, explore the unconscious for the surrealist, undermine previously 
held artistic ideals for Dada, or the minimalist can make their work more ‘objective’. In 

my particular use of chance, I combined different elements from all of these particular 

cases of chance without necessarily subscribing to any of the movements’ beliefs. 

I would be at fault to not offer contemporary examples that represent the development 
of these historical cases of chances in art. I would also be overlooking the meaning of 

chance in the generative and software-driven art from the 1970s to the present.129 In a 

contemporary example of automatism, the improvised speech performances of New 

York artist Brian Bellot recall the zany cabaret of Hugo Ball. For example, in Bellot’s 

128 Here what art historian Hal Foster the “expressive fallacy” is of relevance. In Foster’s 1983 essay “The 
expressive fallacy” he argues that expressive artists were not indexing their emotions in paint but instead 
were applying a historically constructed visual language of splats, abstract shapes, and swipes that deny 
any form of artifice. Or as Foster stated, expressionism “speaks a language, but a language so obvious we 
may forget its conventionality”. See Hal Foster, "The Expressive Fallacy," Art in America 71, no. 1 
(1983). 
129 For an example of chance explored in autonomous simulations in animated worlds see contemporary 
artist Ian Cheng’s trilogy of work titled Emissaries (2015-17). Algorithmically driven chance has also 
been extensively explored in music. For example artist and musician Brian Eno has been creating 
“generative music” created by computer systems since the early 1990s. 
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2019 performance Blabbermouth at The Watermill Center in New York, the artist sat at 

a table with a microphone as if he were about to deliver a lecture or panel talk (see 
Figure 30). However, as the performance began, the artist fell into a wild trance and for 

several minutes uncontrollably flailed and spasmed while improvising what appeared 

like glossolalia or speaking in tongues. 

In an example comparable to the aleatory ‘paper dropping’ technique used by Arp, the 

British contemporary artist Ryan Gander provided a witty update of Arp’s collages 

‘made according to the laws of chance’. In Gander’s work We make the animals, they 

bring the jungle (2018), he invited his two children to play and make collages on a large 
white rug (see Figure 31). When Gander’s children had finished making their collages, 

the artist used the places where the coloured offcuts fell to design where he would 

weave colour into the rug’s final pattern, with the rug being a one-to-one map of where 

the fallen offcuts ended up in his children’s activity. 

Both of these contemporary examples offer a wry comment on the seriousness with 

which chance has been used in art by drawing attention to the inescapable contrivances 

in leaving things up to chance in art. In my particular use of chance in this project, I 

approached it both in the interpretative and psychological way like Masson and Cage, 
but within a systematic process like Morellet’s ‘fixed’ abstract paintings. I discuss my 

particular version of chance along with my two exhibitions Zonwee (2019) and 

Dungeon Master (2021) in Sections 2.5 and 2.7, respectively. First, though, I need to 
briefly establish how chance fits within the context of systems and subsequently define 

how artists visually represent systems, which I will then rely on for the discussion of my 

work. 

2.4 Visualising Systems 

In visual art, systems are often difficult to define. By way of contrast, in our everyday 
experiences we can define systems relatively easily by how they describe a 

phenomenon or what actions they do. For example, the car’s engine, the app’s 

algorithm, the workplace’s administration, the rules of basketball, or the growth of cells. 

These examples, however, while all systematic, share no visual similarities. The same 
can be said of visual art, as conceptual artist Sol LeWitt’s modular sculptures are often 

discussed under the rubric of systems so too are the environmental installations of the 

French contemporary artist Pierre Huyghe. It is hard to see the connections between 

these two examples despite both relying on a system. I suggest that what in essence 
connects the concept of systems in both these artists’ work is, therefore, not an 
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aesthetic, by which I mean a shared or similar visual appearance. Instead, what connects 

these artists’ works under the idea of systems is their shared reliance on a unified 
structure where multiple connected elements either interact or exchange information or 

matter with each other. This definition is paraphrasing systems theorist Ludwig von 

Bertalanffy, who, in 1950, proposed a universal definition of systems that applied to 
multiple fields. Bertalanffy wrote in General System Theory (1968), ‘There exist 

models, principles, and laws that apply to generalized systems or their subclasses, 

irrespective of their particular kind, the nature of their component elements, and the 

relation or “forces” between them’.130 

Here, Bertalanffy introduced the idea of a set of core principles that all systems—

irrespective of form—have in common. According to Bertalanffy, these include 

‘organization, wholeness, directiveness, teleology, and differentiation’.131 In addition to 

these core principles, Bertalanffy was the first to use the terms ‘open’ and ‘closed’ 
system in his general theory of systems. As these two begin to drift outside my field of 

knowledge, it would be both unnecessary and dishonest to speak on them with any kind 

of technical expertise. However, what is within my scope is visual art’s interpretation 

and abstract adaptation of the term ‘open system’. In particular, curator Donna De 
Salvo’s 2006 exhibition Open Systems: Rethinking Art c. 1970 (discussed in Section 

2.1) used the concept of the ‘open system’ that she saw reflected in the conceptual art of 

the 1960s and 1970s. 

De Salvo used the figure of the system (specifically, the ‘open system’) to group 

together works of art from postminimalism, conceptual art and even pop from the mid-

1960s through to the 1970s. While there were many divergent aesthetics and forms in 

this exhibition, from cubic sculptures, to video installation, to painting, to 
documentation of performances, De Salvo attempted to draw out the quality of the 

system at play in each work through pairings of similar works. For example, in one part 

of her exhibition, De Salvo focused on the prominence of the cube as a key visual motif 

that undergirds many systems. 

Under this particular curatorial spotlight, De Salvo included Sol LeWitt’s Incomplete 

Open Cube 8/25 (1974), Eva Hesse’s Accession II (1968–1969) and Hans Haacke’s 

Condensation Cube (1965) (see Figures 32–34). De Salvo made sense of these works 

according to whether their forms suggested ‘open’ or ‘closed’ systems. Per Bertalanffy, 
‘open systems’ are those that exchange matter with their environment. For example, 

130 Ludwig von  Bertalanffy, General System Theory (New York: Braziller, 1968), 32. 
131 Ibid. 
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Bertalanffy states that ‘living organisms are essentially open systems’ as they eat, 

digest, excrete and reproduce in their environment.132 Closed systems do not make such 
exchanges and deal with matter and information within an isolated or self-enclosed 

space. Or, in Bertalanffy’s example, ‘conventional physics and physical chemistry deal 

with closed systems’.133 In a simplified example, think of putting a lid on a boiling 
saucepan to block the water from transferring to its broader environment. 

It follows that Haacke’s Condensation Cube can be read as an open system, as De Salvo 

suggested. Condensation Cube consisted of a transparent plexiglass cube holding a 

small amount of water, not unlike the saucepan example above. However, Condensation 
Cube was open to and reacted with the gallery’s climate and draws out the moisture in 

the space, resulting in beads of water dripping on the outside of the cube. Condensation 

Cube thus formed a relationship between its matter and the surrounding environment. 

The work in many ways appeared almost like an example or diagram you would see in a 
scientific textbook. Conversely, Sol LeWitt’s Incomplete Open Cube 8/25 was a product 

of a system with a limited number of steps and thus closed off to the outside world. 

Incomplete Open Cube 8/25 was a sculptural representation of one of 122 possible 

permutations of a cube missing one or more of its edges. In this way, LeWitt’s system 
foreclosed any possible intervention or interaction from the outside world and existed 

according to his system’s isolated logic. Art theorist Johanna Burton, in her contribution 

to the exhibition’s catalogue, stated that closed systems like LeWitt’s represent what she 
calls a form of solipsism.134 

For Burton, a fascination with using systems in both art and life represents a 

compulsion to impose a framework over an otherwise frightening and chaotic outside 

world.135 A system, Burton claims, is an attempt to ‘manage the unmanageable’ from 
the perspective of the artist.136 However, Hesse’s work was not produced according to a 

specific set of rules like LeWitt, nor did it have any intentional interactions with the 

outside world. 

Hesse’s Accession II was a metal cube measuring approximately 70 cm2 with an open 
top. Peering inside the open cube, a viewer saw what appeared like thousands of needle-

like teeth lining the inside walls. This frightening interior was achieved by threading 

black plastic straws in through the cube’s perforated sides. Unlike LeWitt and Haacke’s 

132 Ibid. 
133 Ibid. 
134 Johanna Burton, Mark Godfrey, and Borris Groys, Open Systems : Rethinking Art C.1970 (London: 
Tate Gallery, 2006), 20. 
135 Ibid., 28. 
136 Ibid. 
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works, there was no specific system in this work per se. However, the cubic form and 

the grid or perforations evoke kinds of mathematical ideas and the striking contrast 
between the interior and exterior of this work certainly speaks to the notion of a closed 

versus an open system. But, unlike the specific works in this exhibition that portray 

concrete systems, does the term ‘system’ best describe Hesse’s work? Or is the 
vocabulary of postminimalism more suited for talking about the interesting contrast in 

Accession II between the expressiveness of the work’s bristling interior and its 

emotionless exterior? Many other works in Open Systems were similarly evocative of 

systems, despite not technically having a systematic body of rules or parameters 
governing their existence. 

This has been the most common line of criticism in subsequent reviews of this 

exhibition and its catalogue. For example, in art historian Francis Halsall’s review of 

Open Systems, he evaluates whether grouping many heterogeneous practices under the 
nebulous term of ‘system’ properly draws out any significant meaning for the study of 

systems. He writes, ‘generally, “system” is not a convincing organising principle for the 

exhibition and catalogue’.137 ‘Nonetheless’, Halsall continues, ‘the implications of this 

approach for both artistic and curatorial decision making might have been followed up 
in a more sustained fashion’. 138  Halsall recommends ‘an acknowledgement’ of 

conceptual sources in the exhibition such as Bertalanffy’s previously mentioned 

systems theory. Discussing in greater detail the definition of systems in Bertalanffy’s 
work, Halsall suggests, ‘could only have contributed to the success of this otherwise 

provoking show and catalogue’.139 Finally, Halsall makes a note similar to my own, 

wherein I compared three cubic works in this show to examine what ‘system’ means 

and where it is located: 

whilst Haacke’s Condensation Cube (1963–5) and John Baldessari’s Throwing 
Three Balls in the Air to Get an Equilateral Triangle (1972–3) reflect upon the 
aleatory processes of the complex systems studied by complexity and chaos 
theory, there is no clear explanation given here as to exactly how such work 
fits with the whimsical subjective conceptualism of Bas Jan Ader and Charles 
Ray.140 

Again, Halsall suggests looking to the original theories of systems, such as 

Bertalanffy’s, to resolve or at least acknowledge the conceptual slippages between 

pairing the wacky performance documentation works of Bas Jan Ader and the clearly 

137 Francis Halsall, "Open Systems: Rethinking Art C 1970," The ArtBook 13, no. 3 (2006): 26. 
138 Ibid. 
139 Ibid. 
140 Ibid. 
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systematic yet absurd work of Baldessari’s Throwing Three Balls in the Air to Get an 

Equilateral Triangle (1972–1973). Interestingly, Bertalanffy actually recommended 
against applying the more technical aspects of systems theory to other disciplines, let 

alone to anti-formalist art of the twentieth century: ‘the theory of open systems applies 

to a wide range of phenomena in biology (and technology), but a warning is necessary 
against its incautious expansion to fields for which its concepts are not made’.141 I 

suggest that Bertalanffy issued this warning because the concept of systems is naturally 

flexible and can be applied to an almost endless number of contexts. For instance, by 

using systems theory as a technician would in the humanities, one risks undermining 
both systems and qualitative analysis all at once. 

Despite partial adherence to aspects of systems theory, Open Systems could best be seen 

as a collection of artists in the 1960s and 1970s sharing the same anti-humanist agenda 

and deadpan aesthetic that paralleled the systems theory of the time. This parallel is the 
subject of Eve Meltzer’s book Systems We Have Loved (2013). As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, Meltzer’s book explores the systematic turn in the humanities and visual art 

during the same period as Open Systems. However, Meltzer writes, ‘My aim is not to 

map, merely, conceptual art onto the usual antihumanist worldview, but rather to show 
that conceptual art reveals in its affective and visual dimensions the slips and chiasms of 

subjectivity that structuralism can’t account for’.142 

This is to say that while conceptual art has been previously read through anti-humanist 
disciplines (such as structuralism or systems theory), Meltzer’s book examines the 

historically overlooked visual and emotional aspects of conceptual art. She does not 

apply systems theory to works that seem systematic or structural, but instead looks 

directly at the work’s visual form to find what it is trying to emotionally suppress. For 
example, in the previously mentioned print by LeWitt that diagrammed his sculpture 

Serial Project, 1 (ABCD) (1966), his handwritten notes are seen hastily written around 

the grid represented in the print (see Figure 5). As Meltzer notes: 

even as the grid has been called upon to ‘stabilize’ and ‘neutralize’ space by 
treating it ‘equally’, as LeWitt writes alongside his grid drawing, it is that very 
inscription that unwittingly brings into visibility that which language and the 
grid have been conscripted to repress.143 

In other words, while LeWitt’s print illustrates a work made by rational and emotionless 

laws, the way LeWitt writes on the drawing inescapably draws attention to an 

141 Bertalanffy, General System Theory, 23. 
142 Meltzer, Systems We Have Loved : Conceptual Art, Affect, and the Antihumanist Turn, 10. 
143 Ibid., 69. 
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underlying expressive individual. While I will not delve deeper into Meltzer’s complex 

thesis, her way of reading conceptual art as attempting to suppress expression offers a 
way of escaping the problem of trying to find perfect indexes of systems theory or 

structuralism in works that track with these theories in incoherent (but otherwise 

interesting) ways. Here, I offer a more simplified way of reading the ‘system’ in works 
of art that I will then apply to my own work in the final section of this chapter. 

Instead of relying on an external theory to explore how a system might appear in a 

visual work of art, I will instead look for the system in three different conceptual 

categories: ‘output’, ‘model’ and ‘working system’. ‘Output’ refers to an art object that 
is the final result of a calculated process or system. An ‘output’ does not fully reveal the 

steps or inner relationships within a system; rather, it is the result of the application of a 

system. For example, Sol LeWitt has made several works that represent ‘outputs’ of his 

modular and serialised systems. In particular, his wall drawings can be seen as outputs 
of a fixed set of written instructions. Wall Drawing 51 (1970) is a good example; it is a 

site-specific wall drawing that, because of its underlying system, results in a different 

iteration each time it is installed (see Figure 35). 

In this work, LeWitt supplies the gallery with a set of written instructions to be carried 
out by the installation crew. LeWitt instructed that ‘all architectural points’ should be 

‘connected by straight lines’144 made by using a blue chalk snap line typically used by 

builders to mark their sites. ‘Architectural points’ here refers to any visible feature in 
the space that intersects with the walls. This includes doorways, electrical points, fire 

alarms, columns, windows or any other kind of interior furnishing. The resultant work 

covers the space in a complex web of hundreds of blue lines unique to the space in 

which it is exhibited. 

Unlike other murals in which the artist transfers a pre-established design to a wall, 

LeWitt only conceives of the system and the installed work is the output of his system. 

In systems parlance, this is best described as a ‘closed system’, because while the 

instructions mould uniquely to the space, the system terminates after all of the system’s 
conditions have been met. In this case, fulfilment of the instruction: ‘have all of the 

architectural points been connected’. Unlike my other two categories, ‘outputs’ like 

LeWitt’s Wall Drawing 51 do not interact with their environment further than instructed 

and do not reveal their installation instructions directly to the viewer. 

144 Sol Lewitt, Giovanni Accame Maria, and Ester Coen, Sol Lewitt: Wall Drawings (Bologna, Italy: 
Damiani, 2006), 30. 
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Conversely, what I call ‘models’ do show the entire logic of a system in a work of art by 

way of a diagram, schema, or some other form of informational representation. For 
example, Hans Haacke’s previously discussed work Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real 

Estate Holdings, a Real-Time Social System, as of May 1, 1971 (1971) does not work up 

from an abstract system like LeWitt’s Wall Drawing 51 but instead investigates a very 
real system of real-estate corruption. This work revealed the model of systematic 

corruption by mapping the publicly available evidence together in charts and photo 

documents about how money, ownership and power was transferred between parties to 

extort more rental from low-income renters in New York. While more complex, and in 
this instance referring to an external reality, we can still effectively read the essence of 

‘systems’ in both Haacke and LeWitt’s works. Despite their different scales and modes, 

they are still explorations about a network of relationships—how do architectural points 

interrelate or how is property transferred between parties? In other words, they are both 
describing a system at their core. A contemporary example of an artist creating models 

of systems is the American Pictures Generation artist Matt Mullican. 

Since 1982, Mullican has been developing a colour-coded system that represents his 

personal cosmology. Over Mullican’s career, his system has been represented by many 
different mediums, including installation, sculpture and video. However, his painted 

rubbings on canvas, which combine both abstract and representational imagery, have 

been the main form in which Mullican’s expresses his model of reality. 

To briefly summarise Mullican’s model, there are what he calls five interrelated 

‘worlds’, each represented in his rubbings by a different colour. Green represents raw 

materials untouched by human hands, blue represents what Mullican sees as tools 

crafted from raw material, yellow represents the world of the arts and culture, black and 
white represents language and signs, and red stands for the subjective world in which 

signs acquire unique meanings in personal contexts. 

A pair of Mullican’s large yellow and red canvases titled Untitled (Subjective 

Cosmology) (2016) and Untitled (Subject Frame Theater) (2016) demonstrate how his 
model colour codes reality (see Figure 36 and 37). Specifically, in Untitled (Subjective 

Cosmology), there are several coloured panels with a central panel filled in with a 

scribbly annotated drawing copied from the artist’s notebook. The central panel 

(representing the copy of Mullican’s drawing) appears to be a preliminary note the artist 
may have been making to devise an artist statement or lecture. In the context of his 

model of ‘five worlds’, Mullican coloured the scribbly note from his journal in black 

and white and framed it with a big red circle to signify that this inner panel of ‘signs and 
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language’ has a personal subjective meaning. Similarly, in Untitled (Subject Frame 

Theater), he uses the same composition, where a central panel is framed by the same 
geometrical sections. The inner panel in this work is a reproduction of an image of the 

interior of an old theatre. The inner panel is this time filled in yellow and, according to 

Mullican’s rules, this indicates that this particular image pertains to the creative arts. In 
this way, by looking at these two works, it appears that the ‘content’ of the work is not 

important as there is no relationship between the artist’s note and the image of the 

theatre. Instead, the consistency of the colour coding and standardised geometry in the 

model is the main subject of Mullican’s ongoing series of canvases. 

Art historian Dieter Schwarz similarly notes that Mullican privileges the act of 

modelling a system over the specific subject matter represented in his works: ‘in the 

cosmologies designed by Mullican there is … room for symbolism, that is to say, he 

does not only model a concept of the world, he also models the process of 
modelling’.145 Here, Schwarz is pointing out that Mullican’s colour-coded system is in 

itself a symbol or stand-in for the other systems we use to model our world. 

Mullican and Haacke’s models do not show a live system but instead show how one can 

communicate a system through representational methods. In the case of Haacke, the 
artist models a very real system of corruption through charts and documents, or in the 

case of Mullican, the artist shows how they model the stuff of everyday life through a 

system and visual language of their own design. In contrast to Haacke’s Condensation 
Cube, which is itself a functioning system, Mullican and LeWitt’s works are not living 

systems. Instead, Mullican and LeWitt’s works are static, representational and removed 

from the dynamic context of a functioning open system. 

Finally, my third category is the ‘working system’. An example of this kind of practice 
is the work of the French contemporary artist Pierre Huyghe, who is best known for 

creating a live ecosystem that the viewer can wander through and explore. This living 

system is a system seen not from the distance of representation in the models of Haacke 

and Mullican, nor simply a physical output of a system’s process like LeWitt’s wall 
drawings; rather, it is a functional system presented directly to the viewer. For example, 

Huyghe’s site-specific installation Bugonia (Before a Life Ahead) (2017), exhibited at 

the 2017 Skuptur Projekte in Münster, took place in an old ice-skating rink (see Figure 

38). Within the rink, the artist carved up the floor, leaving what appears to be concrete 
islands set in a landscape of brown dirt. In the roof, Huyghe installed hatches that open 

145 Dieter Schwarz, Mullican Rubbings Catalogue 1984 - 2016 (Zurich: JRP Ringier, 2016), 10. 
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and close, allowing sunshine or rain to periodically enter the installation. On one of the 

concrete islands there is an aquarium with automatically tinting glass that houses a 
poisonous sea snail with an intricately patterned shell. 

Huyghe scanned the snail shell’s fractal patterns to determine the structure of an 

algorithmic system that automatically controlled the roof’s hatches and the tint of the 
snail’s aquarium. This results in weather intermittently coming in through the hatches, 

creating puddles where Huyghe has allowed algae to thrive. Huyghe has also introduced 

bees and peacocks into the installation that find homes within the automated 

environment. Finally, in one section of the installation, the artist set up an incubator 
housing human cancer cells. A sensor reads the growth patterns of the cells, which in 

turn influences the patterns in an augmented reality app that visitors can use on their 

phone to view the space overlaid with different shapes. 

The combination of interdependent and evolving systems in this work changes the 
viewer’s experience day to day and the experiences of the living organisms in the show. 

Here, shelter, biological diversity and visibility change depending on how the algorithm 

is behaving at any given moment. As Huyghe stated in a 2017 interview, ‘I’m interested 

in letting, in a certain way, self-organizing systems try either to find or to not find a 
symbiosis. … I try my best not to intervene within it’.146 However, without looking at 

any external sources of information explaining the presence of a contrived system, a 

viewer can only rely on the intriguing yet otherwise opaque visual evidence presented to 
them. Is the viewer meant to perceive the algorithmic and naturally occurring 

relationships between entities in this work? Or, like our own experiences within nature, 

do the overlapping systems maintain their hidden autonomy until otherwise discovered 

or announced? Whatever the level of understanding Huyghe wants us to perceive in his 
work, the case remains that he, unlike the other artists discussed thus far, produces a 

real or ‘working’ system. 

Other installations of ‘working’ systems obviously include Belgian artist Wim 

Delvoye’s digestive machine Cloaca (2000). This work has been retroactively titled 
Cloaca Original after he made subsequent variations of the machine. The work Cloaca 

Professional (2010) is now permanently housed in the Museum of Old and New Art in 

Tasmania (see Figure 39). This work is a complementary example of the ‘working 

system’, where, unlike Huyghe, the viewer can most likely understand the purpose and 

146 Andrew Russeth, "Constant Displacement: Pierre Huyghe on His Work at Skulptur Projekte Münster," 
ARTnews, https://www.artnews.com/art-news/artists/constant-displacement-pierre-huyghe-on-his-work-
at-skulptur-projekte-munster-2017-8602/. 
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elements of the system without supplementary information. The work itself is a large 

assembly line of pods, each containing the chemical compositions of the digestive 
system. These pods are fed food, which passes through the work’s plumbing to create 

blob-like excreta that is essentially identical to human faeces. Cloaca (2000) is perhaps 

the most concrete and explicit example of the work of art as a system. Not only does 
Delvoye exhibit an entire system, but he also shows ‘outputs’ from his system in the 

form of constructed faeces held in plastic casings or glass containers (see Figure 40). 

Delvoye has also published models of his system in the form of diagrams to explain 

how each of the pods in his digestive system work together (see Figure 41). 

I mention this work in particular to signify the most extreme and literal example of a 

systems artwork to draw a contrast to the softer, abstract and conceptual systems of Sol 

LeWitt, Matt Mullican and even Hans Haacke. In all of the works discussed above, the 

concept of ‘system’ lies at the heart of the work. Whether it is the logic of Sol LeWitt, 
the documentary of Hans Haacke, the cosmology of Matt Mullican, the ecosystem of 

Pierre Huyghe, or the digestive system of Delvoye, each of these works draw out 

different essences and identities of ‘the system’ as an art historical preoccupation in 

different forms. In the context of my own practice, I had always been interested in 
systems, both in process and in subject matter, ever since entering art school. 

First, in my honours work, I was interested in the systems conspiracy theorists use to 

model the world and the evil corporate/paranormal systems they believe exist. This 
research project started with a development of this honours project, where I exhibited an 

installation and wall drawing that detailed fabricated evidence of a wacky conspiracy 

theory. This project was discussed earlier in Chapter 1, where I spoke to the meaning of 

the diagram and informational quality of this work. I have since become interested in 
the use of systems as an artistic method, as opposed to the concept of a system in the 

sense of an organisation or network (such as a global conspiracy). 

In Sections 2.5–2.7, I will discuss the remaining exhibitions I created during my 

candidacy and their use of the system, chance and the zany aesthetic. This discussion 
will point towards an emergent theme in all the work I have made thus far, specifically, 

the zaniness in information overload. Or, in other words, using a zany system can make 

you have zany thoughts and actions. These shows, I suggest, are representations of zany 

thought. Admittedly, the themes of chance, system and the zany do not perfectly map 
onto the work I have created for this project in clean ways, as I did not begin working 

inductively up from these concepts. However, these terms are the best recognised art 

historical terms to gather the artistic coordinates of the natural progression of my work 
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over the last five years. I will first discuss my exhibition Zonwee: The Last Known 

Recording of a Daydream (made in collaboration with James Barth) as it represents the 
origins of the artistic system I developed in my later and final project in this thesis. 

2.5 Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a Daydream (2019) 

My animated video installation installed at Boxcopy in 2019, made in collaboration 

with James Barth, is a representation of a fantasy world written by random prompts 
from a system of die rolls. This animated video casts together the pre-existing digital 

works of James and I, and the resulting video is overdubbed by a poem and musical 

score (see Figures 42 and 43). This show’s working process introduced the use of a 

system in my practice. Before I explain the system, I will briefly contextualise the 
collaborative origins of this show. 

In 2019, the gallery approached James and I to do a two-person show that would 

combine our digital works. Earlier that year, I had created a three-dimensional model of 

a lumpy clown’s head textured with scans from my visual diary, titled 
CLOWN_STUDY_4 (2019), which I presented as a digital print (see Figure 44). Instead 

of exhibiting separate works, my collaborator and I chose to work together on an 

animation that would combine different elements of the digital aspects of our work. 

One of my shared roles working on the animation was to draft the narrator’s poem that 
would in turn influence the characters, sets and props seen in the animation. I suggested 

we use something approximating the Dadaists cut-up technique, whereby a written text 

is cut-up and rearranged to create a new text. It was at this stage that I developed an 

index of 100 words, notes and other bits of text in an excel spreadsheet. I would then 
roll a 100-sided die (which, by virtue of its many sides, appears almost spherical) to 

determine which words should appear in each section of the narrator’s poem (see Figure 

45). The exact phrasing of the poem was left ultimately up to me and James. For 
example, at 4:12 of the video the narrator says: 

Actually I saw a rude word written in silver snail slime 

written in the most excellent cursive I have ever seen  

it should have said something like 
Jane is a candy princess  

but this was a foul snail 

This section from the narrator’s monologue in the video was written by rolling the die, 

which selected the following entries in the keyword index: ‘10. SNAIL’, ‘99. ROOT_ 
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CANAL’, ‘8. BIRO’ and ‘31. PISS’. I combined these ideas to form the verses. ‘Snail’ 

combined with ‘biro’ suggests a snail writing with its snail trail. ‘Piss’ is a juvenile 
word, so in my thinking, the snail in this instance should be writing something equally 

immature. Finally, ‘root canal’ prompted the phrase ‘candy princess’ by the logic of free 

association. The resulting image rendered from this writing process in shown in Figure 
46.147 

In this project, the element of chance was used like a creative tool instead of something 

to impose restraint. Chance was used in a similar way to John Cage’s aleatory process 

of consulting the I Ching by flipping coins. For Cage, the random prompts in the I 
Ching were not directly fixed or indexed in his work; instead, he was free as to how he 

interpreted what was offered to him at random. The same can be said of my writing and 

design process, because while this work was in essence made through a random string 

of preselected words (to which James contributed), the forms and exact details were left 
to our interpretation. Therefore, this system used chance to create a nonsensical scaffold 

that we refined according to our own tastes. We did not create a faithful visual record of 

the randomised keywords generated via this system. If we were to pursue a form of 

chance to remove more of our authorship and control, we could have alternatively 
picked words randomly from a dictionary rather than selecting our own sample written 

consciously to fit a theme. In addition, in the three-dimensional software we used to 

animate and model our video, Blender, there are in-built functions of chance that could 
have been used to remove more of our control over the work. For example, in Blender, 

you are able to simulate gravity and other forms of physical laws. In addition, you can 

assign virtual objects the ability to simulate collisions with other virtual objects. By 

using this feature, one can create real simulations of objects colliding, falling and 
smashing together without the direct hand of the animator. For example, you could 

simulate Arp’s paper drops within a virtual space. We decided to retain direct control 

over the movements of our characters and objects. The chance elements in this project 

existed wholly outside the virtual. 

In terms of the system, this work represents an ‘output’ or a trace of a process of 

chance. Unlike a ‘model’ or ‘working system’, this work does not reveal the system’s 

structure, in this instance, a 100-sided die and a corresponding list of ideas. In terms of a 

systems aesthetic, we included an element of colour coding, where certain elements in 
the film and parts of the subtitles were highlighted in a matching blue hue (see Figure 

147 The full video can be seen via the private YouTube URL here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nSo6Ct84-80&ab_channel=SpencerHarvie. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nSo6Ct84-80&ab_channel=SpencerHarvie
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47). This decision was made to draw the viewer’s attention to both the structural 

contrivance of the animation and to act like a clue for a hidden meaning. 

The hidden meaning in this work is not that the blue code hints at autobiographical 

details but, rather, that the elements in this work (including the blue highlights) were 

influenced by a random and by itself meaningless system. Here, we hoped that the blue 
colour coding hinted at an underlying cryptographic element that suggested a system or 

intelligence outside the work itself. In fact, the subtitle of this work, ‘The Last Known 

Recording of a Daydream’, was chosen to evoke the idea that this work could in fact be 

a strange synthetic recording or simulation of a daydream of a past civilisation. It was 
also a reference to the American contemporary artist Jon Rafman, who has previously 

made three-dimensional animations that supposedly represent his dream journal. 

Rafman presented these works in a compilation called Dream Journal 2016–2019 

(2019) at the 2019 Venice Biennale (see Figure 48). Unlike the saturated colours and at 
times violent, sexual and often creepy imagery in Rafman’s animation, Zonwee is 

greyscale, slow moving and, at times, deliberately boring. 

Here, my work takes a position relative to the zany aesthetic. By choosing to work from 

crazy chance-driven source material (random keywords) but rendering it in slow-
moving camera work and toned-down aesthetics, we wished to represent the experience 

of a depressant suppressing an underlying condition of manic, obsessive, or associative 

thoughts. For instance, at one point, the narrator repeatedly refers to cake, blocks and 
snails in different ways. At another point, a cruder form of two-dimensional animation 

intrudes into the video, showing a snail being crushed to death (see Figure 49). This 

contrast between crazy looping thoughts and the film’s cooler tone sets it apart from the 

bonkers, silliness and all-out zaniness of the previously mentioned video work of Ryan 
Trecartin. Despite this work’s toned-down performances, by looking at it through the 

zany aesthetic, it can offer interesting insights about the emotional crash of 

working/playing too hard. 

For example, take the two characters seen in the video, aside from the narrator. One 
appears in the likeness of James and the other is what appears to be a robotic clown. 

This clown character’s model has been read by others as a stand-in for me. This 

character’s model has my initials imprinted on its chrome face (see Figure 50). At the 

beginning of the film, this robotic clown character appears to be working at a desk 
while James’s avatar appears unconscious or asleep on the floor (see Figure 51). On the 

clown’s desk appears a stack of children’s wooden blocks that it presumably has been 

playing or working with for some time. Over these establishing shots the narrator begins 
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to sing in what sounds like someone wavering between nursery rhyme and call centre 

script: 

Oh Sunny Day 

I’m all alone and EVERYTHING is okay 

I send out messages, its cold is what they say 
but what they really say is: 

I 

AM 

COLD. 

Here, we can look at this particular scene through what the zany aesthetic becomes 

when it works too hard: the aesthetic of burnout. Notice the robot performing a job that 

is meant to be fun, the cry for help in the narrator’s song and the girl passed out on the 

floor. While the zany aesthetic is recognised by Sianne Ngai as a description of manic 
comedic action combining work and play, she reflects towards the end of her book on 

the effects and greater meaning of the zany aesthetic. In particular, she suggests that 

zaniness replicated by real people in real workplaces burns out our capacity for aesthetic 

judgements based in feeling. Ngai states, ‘For zaniness, as we have seen, is a style of 
acting that reflects a conception of life as a rapid succession of projects as these become 

immediately dissolved into an undifferentiated stream of activity’.148 ‘Ironically’, Ngai 

continues, ‘this aesthetic category about high-affect performance is noticeably weak as 
a performative utterance, and particularly deficient in … verdictive … force’.149 This is 

to say that there is an irony in the contradiction between the hot-headed zany object and 

the remarkably weak feeling behind judging something to be zany. Ngai concludes, 

‘one must at least consider the possibility that postindustrial zaniness is not just an 
aesthetic about the shrinking distinction between work and play but also the shrinking 

of an aesthetic capacity caused by it’.150 In other words, the zany, despite its action, 

humour, work and play, also captures the inevitable crash, malaise, or burnout caused 

by constant action. 

In very real terms, Ngai is suggesting that our lives of constant manic work practices 

diminish our ability to make aesthetic judgements by feeling. Ngai states, ‘we might 

therefore say that zaniness is an aesthetic about the erosion of an older mode of 

148 Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting, 202. 
149 Ibid. 
150 Ibid. 
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aesthetic experience or relation to the aesthetic in general’.151 This older mode being an 

aesthetic experience founded on pleasure and pain that is being replaced by a distanced 
‘cognitive or descriptive’ aesthetic experience. 152  Here, the zany’s destruction of 

feelings-based aesthetic judgements perhaps reflects Zonwee’s theme or narrative: an 

information system that has caused burnout and boredom. The title reflects this idea, as 
Zonwee is a kind of phonetic portmanteau of ‘zany’ and ‘ennui’. However, I must 

emphasise that this was a collaborative work and this is my interpretation; James’s 

contribution—such as her character’s amazing model and many other details and 

elements—would likely be emphasised in her own commentaries. 

In terms of my overall research project, after making this work, I became more 

interested in creating imaginary worlds within my work. In addition, I wished to revisit 

my previous interest in the diagram and to put greater visual evidence in my work of an 

underlying systematic structure. This led me to create a major work, retrospectively 
titled PROTOTYPE: STORY MACHINE_1 (2020), that was cut from my final 

exhibition, Dungeon Master (2021), as it did not stylistically fit in the show despite 

showcasing a major development in my practice. This work is worth discussing here as 

it bridges my practice from Zonwee to Dungeon Master and will be included in my 
thesis exhibition. 

2.6 PROTOTYPE: STORY MACHINE_1 (2020) 

After Zonwee (2019), I wished to pursue drawing as a medium to record images of 

fictional worlds. Through many attempts to find a visual language suitable for a new 

body of work, I eventually found a balance between graphite rubbing and drawing that 
best represented how I could integrate a system into a fantasy drawing (see Figure 52). 

The large-scale work I eventually completed was titled PROTOTYPE: STORY 

MACHINE_1, measuring 145 x 180 cm. In this work, you see many panels connected 
by what look like pipes, suggesting a flow between each element. This design was first 

scored into a large sheet of MDF board then transferred to the paper by placing it on top 

and rubbing graphite into the surface of the paper (see Figure 53). Once I had the design 

copied, I methodically worked through filling each panel with a drawing based on the 
logic indicated by the design. Each drawing in each panel was created one after the 

other, each developing a narrative where the objects and characters shapeshifted as they 

moved through the system indicated by the design’s flow structure. In other words, I 

had created for myself a worksheet design for free association. 

151 Ibid. 
152 Ibid. 
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However, after completing this work, which was meant to be the start of a new series of 

what I called ‘story machines’, I was dissatisfied with the drawing’s simplistic 
rendering and took time to develop a more complex visual style to better reflect a theme 

of information overload. This style, in conjunction with an updated system, was 

finalised and exhibited in my final show in this project, Dungeon Master (2021). 

2.7 Dungeon Master (2021) 

The title of this show refers to the narrator, host and creator of fantasy worlds for the 

role-playing game Dungeons and Dragons. In this game, small groups of people gather 

to perform as characters in a high-fantasy world. The Dungeon Master does not play the 

game but instead enforces the rules of play to keep the players’ roleplay bound within a 
set of laws. Famously, this game makes use of a twenty-sided die to determine the 

outcomes in the imaginary space the players are in. While my show does refer to this 

game in some way and even connects to its die system, my show has no direct 

representations of the fantasy imagery one expects from pop cultural references to 
Dungeons and Dragons. (Think here of witches, wizards, goblins, magic and other 

ghouls.) Instead, this show of drawings represents scenes with elements from everyday 

life and imaginary abstract objects swirling together to create a form of tableau. 

This show represents my development and refinement of the randomised keyword 
system previously used in the production of Zonwee (2019), D-100 (see Figures 54 and 

55 for installation views). In this exhibition, I expanded the list of keywords to 1,200 

entries (see Figure 56). These 1,200 entries were put into twelve categories: objects, 

encounters, surfaces, intentions, characters, things from my real life, places, 
abstractions, nature and the elements, two-word emotions, clothing and ‘???’ (joker or 

random elements). To begin each drawing in this series, I had originally planned on 

rolling the 100-sided die once for each category and using the chosen elements to 
construct a scene. I later decided to only use the randomly selected words from each set 

of rolls that I thought worked well together. In this show, unlike Zonwee, I put the index 

of keywords and systematic contrivance directly in the work. Specifically, the drawing’s 

frames were laser cut to display a grid of 1,200 cells (see Figure 57) to represent the 
system’s index. I wrote the index numbers in these cut cells, apart from where the 

selected keyword is written, which was highlighted with a colour (see Figure 58). This 

cell colour was then also highlighted in the corresponding figure or object in the 

drawing. For instance, in drawing three of seven, titled Party Mountain’s annual soup 
ingredient bike race and punishment (2021), one of the system’s randomly selected 
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keywords, ‘noodle’, is coloured in yellow in both its cut-out cell and graphic 

interpretation (see Figure 59). In the graphic interpretation, you see a character coming 
from the sky and sucking up a noodle that in turn morphs into steam coming from a face 

in the mountain. Chance played a part in this work in a similar way to how James and I 

developed the narrator’s poem and designs in Zonwee. 

Keywords were chosen at random, which I then interpreted with an image made from 

the irrational leaps in my free association. For example, in Party Mountain’s annual 

soup ingredient bike race and punishment, after developing a number of character or 

objects to my satisfaction, I drew them onto the surface of the work in graphite in 
random placements. From here, I filled gaps between each randomly generated image 

with freely associated ideas to create a scene. I would also erase and redraw elements so 

as to fit everything logically within the same plane. I also created smaller drawings from 

the larger works in the show. Specifically, these drawings zoomed in on the smaller 
improvised elements within the larger scenes (see Figure 60). Within these drawings, 

cells are labelled ‘nill’ to suggest that these works exist outside the system’s generative 

capacity. Again, my work here has more in common with the chance of automatic 

drawing or Cage’s creative tool than the more restrictive and authorless forms of chance 
pursued by minimalism and Dada. 

In terms of the system in this work, the viewer is able to see how this image is a product 

of an artist’s game by virtue of the work’s colour coding and visible index. The model 
of the system (the index) and the output (the central panel) are marked with the same 

colour. However, the drawings in this show do not show what I call a ‘working system’, 

as once the steps of the system (die rolls, interpretation, drawing, colour labelling) have 

been carried out, the system cannot continue and the result is fixed in place. 

Further, the cells in the D-100 system inscribed in the frame only show the keywords 

rolled for each work. The rest of the index in the work’s frames only show their 

number, thus hiding the index’s content from the viewer. In this, I am trying to keep my 

system both partially open and closed to the viewer. Unlike Huyghe and LeWitt’s 
works, where the exact codes and structure of their systems were invisible to the viewer, 

my work’s unique frames attempt to allow the viewer to partially glimpse the 

relationship between the cartoon logic I use to draw the random prompts given to me by 

the D-100. 

I suggest the D-100 system in my work can best be described by the principles of 

zaniness as opposed to the irony and satire of the absurd.  An absurdist system for 
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instance would be designed to highlight the meaninglessness and arbitrariness of 

information grouped together by chance. My system instead encourages the user to 
overreach and force meaning into existence through surreal image making. In my 

exhibition I take the stance that every output of information by my zany system is 

‘perfect’ and I make no edits or cuts in my final drawings as I try to bombard the viewer 
with line, form, text, and other representational and narrative features. In many ways 

this approach to making zany meaning follows many of the laws within the notion of 

‘cartoon logic’. 

In this exhibition, the concept of ‘cartoon logic’ figures the zany. Specifically, my 
drawing AFTER PARTY CHEF SITUATION DO NOT ASK QUESTIONS (see Figure 

61) shows a scene where characters, objects and text bend around each other according

to their own form of logic. This kind of flexibility in my representational style, I argue, 

is best understood by what the American writer and humourist Mark O’Donnell called 
‘cartoon physics’.153 O’Donnell defines what he sees as the laws of gravity and logic 

that Western cartoons have exploited, ignored and reinvented since the emergence of 

the medium in the early twentieth century,154 for example, ‘Any body suspended in 

space will remain suspended in space until made aware of its situation. A character 
steps off a cliff but remains in midair until looking down, then the familiar principle of 

32 feet per second takes over’.155 

The principle I have used in my drawings throughout this exhibition is identified by 
O’Donnell: as speed increases, ‘objects can be in several places at once’.156 Ngai’s zany 

aesthetic can be used here to unpack the underlying meaning of the irrationality, speed 

and flexibility of cartoon logic. Specifically, the flexibility and speed in the zany’s 

shapeshifting activity speaks to its relationship to the non-stop worker or performer. As 
Ngai states, the movements of the cartoon character ‘Woody Woodpecker … seem … 

to reflect this dissolution of the worker into a succession of transient’ and indistinct 

‘actions’. 157  Ngai continues that almost all zany cartoons characters like Woody 

Woodpecker or Wile E. Coyote reflect a type of work that happens in ‘a blur or stream 
of undifferentiated activity’.158 She concludes by suggesting this cartoon-like flexibility 

153 Mark O’Donnell, “O’Donnell’s Laws of Cartoon Motion,” Esquire (1994). The British contemporary 
artist made a work in direct response to O'Donnell’s essay in an exhibition titled Laws of Motion in a 
Cartoon Landscape which examined ideas of cartoon physics in relation to art history. This exhibition 
was later made into an animated film where Holden turned himself into the cartoon protagonist of his 
film. This animation of the same title was later shown at the Venice Biennale in 2017. 
154 Mark O'Donnell, "O'donnell's Laws of Cartoon Motion," Esquire1994, 12. 
155 Ibid. 
156 Ibid. 
157 Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting, 203. 
158 Ibid. 
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of the zany is a reflection of late capitalism’s preference for instability as a means to 

generate maximum profit and productivity. 

This instability is especially reflected by the normalisation of a worker’s personal time 

being rearranged at will by their employer. During our workweek, we become cartoon 

characters starting shifts, meeting deadlines, switching roles and trying to stay 
orientated in the unstable gravity on which professional life is now predicated. My 

drawing’s use of the illogical speediness in the cartoon does not necessarily reflect a 

stance towards work; rather, I suggest my work’s use of a chance system to create 

imaginary cartoons reflects the instability of the information and systems we use to 
navigate both professional and personal spaces online. That is to say that the overload, 

mistruth, surveillance and malfunction of our social media accounts, workplace online 

systems, shopping carts, spam emails and forever refilling inbox create a distorted 

reality that appears to operate with the zaniness of cartoon physics. 

These two shows—Zonwee (2019) and Dungeon Master (2021)—represent the 

advancement from my earlier work, which in Memory Foam Never Forgets (2016) was 

focused on representing information or describing a fictional system through 

installations, diagrams and wall drawings. Memory Foam Never Forgets, as pointed out 
by the thesis panel and candidature review, more explicitly signalled the hallmarks of 

the zany aesthetic: mess, complexity and absurdity (see Figure 62). Both Zonwee and 

Dungeon Master represent a tidier aesthetic. The zany, as I have argued in this chapter, 
is still a useful lens to view these two latter shows. For instance, Zonwee can be read as 

a portrait of the burnout resulting from an overworked and spun-out zany character. 

Similarly, the thousand or so cells of possibility in the system underwriting Dungeon 

Master reflects the zaniness in our overly complex and demanding digital interfaces that 
workplaces have now adopted. The drawings housed in frames, containing their 

generative system, showcase complex scenes of characters and objects blending and 

bending together in swirls of text line according to the logic of cartoons. This imagery, I 

suggest, is indicative of the now constant administration of information blending into 
both personal and work lives. 

I will finally note that the creative works discussed in this thesis have adopted several 

different tones, styles and collaborative efforts. While the themes of information, 

chance, system and the zany apply to these works in varying ways—and admittedly 
there is an imperfect consistency and blend of these key terms—at the heart of this 

chapter, and the thesis more broadly, my work has been questioning the zany aesthetic 

through systems of chance, processes of drawing, poetry and animation. Unlike the 
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work in Chapter 1 that focused on how visual art communicates information, Chapter 2 

has focused on the role that systems and chance have had in a variety of different 
artistic contexts. For example, in the case of automatism, despite producing ‘random’ 

art, it does not seem to separate chance from the artist. This is unlike the more aleatory 

techniques later employed by artists such as avant-garde composer John Cage and 
minimalist François Morellet, which put distance between the artist and their work. 

In my particular use, I systematised chance by way of rolling a 100-sided die to 

determine which keywords (from my index of words) would inform the visual aspects 

of my work—a system I called D-100. This process informed the design and outcomes 
of both Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a Daydream and Dungeon Master. In 

these shows, I used random prompts to either animate, write poetry, or draw characters 

and objects in my work. While these shows did not have the explosive quality of the 

zany directly, I argue that zaniness is the best description of a system operating by 
chance that produces nonsense chains of words. Here I suggest that the reader can view 

their newsfeed, social media scroll and inbox through the concept of the zany system—

as nonsense generators that we are compelled to interpret and respond to on a daily 

basis. In a broad sense, I suggest my thinking, use and representation of a zany system 
reflects this chaos of communication that oscillates in constant cycles of entertainment, 

information, work and, eventually, burnout. 
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Figure 26: André Masson, Birth of Birds, c. 1925 

Figure 27: Jean Arp, Selon les lois du hazard, 1933 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 28: Ellsworth Kelly, Spectrum Colors Arranged by Chance II, 1951 

Figure 29: François Morellet, Random Distribution of 40,000 Squares Using the Odd 

and Even Numbers of a Telephone Directory, 50% Blue, 50% Red, 1960 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 30: Brian Bellot, Blabbermouth, performed at The Watermill Center in New 

York, 2019 

Figure 31: Ryan Gander, We make the animals, they bring the jungle, 2018 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 32: Sol LeWitt, Incomplete Open Cube 8/25, 1974 

Figure 33: Eva Hesse, Accession II, 1968–1969 
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Image removed  
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Figure 34: Hans Haacke, Condensation Cube, 1965 

Figure 35: Sol LeWitt, Wall Drawing 51, 1970 
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Image removed  
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Figure 36: Matt Mullican, Untitled (Subjective Cosmology), 2016 

Figure 37: Matt Mullican, Untitled (Subject Frame Theater), 2016 

Image removed  

Image removed  
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Figure 38: Pierre Huyghe, Bugonia (Before a Life Ahead), 2017, Installation view 

Figure 39: Wim Delvoye, Cloaca Professional, 2010, Installation view 
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Image removed  
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Figure 40: Wim Delvoye, Cloaca Faeces, 2002 

Figure 41: Wim Delvoye, Drawing for Cloaca, 2000 
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Image removed  
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Figure 42: Spencer Harvie and James Barth, Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a 

Daydream, 2019, Video still 

Figure 43: Spencer Harvie and James Barth, Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a 
Daydream, 2019, Video still 
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Figure 44: Spencer Harvie, CLOWN_STUDY_4, 2019 

Figure 45: A 100-sided die 

Image removed  
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Figure 46: Spencer Harvie and James Barth, Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a 

Daydream, 2019, Video still 

Figure 47: Spencer Harvie and James Barth, Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a 

Daydream, 2019, Video still close up detail 
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Figure 48: Jon Rafman, Dream Journal 2016–2019, 2019 

Figure 49: Spencer Harvie and James Barth, Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a 

Daydream, 2019, Video still 

Image removed  
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Figure 50: Image of a three-dimensional model used in Zonwee: The Last Known 

Recording of a Daydream (2019) 

Figure 51: Spencer Harvie and James Barth, Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a 
Daydream, 2019, Video still 
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Figure 52: Spencer Harvie, PROTOTYPE: STORY MACHINE_1, 2020 

Figure 53: Studio process, rubbing graphite 
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Figure 54: Spencer Harvie, Dungeon Master, 2021, Installation view 

Figure 55: Spencer Harvie, Dungeon Master, 2021, Installation view 
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Figure 56: The D-100 index, Microsoft Excel screenshot 
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Figure 57: Spencer Harvie, SWIRLS, BLESS YOU! HONEY PROBLEM, ANT TRAP 

ART TRAP, 2021 
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Figure 58: Spencer Harvie, Party Mountain’s annual soup ingredient bike race and 

punishment, 2021, Detail 

Figure 59: Spencer Harvie, Party Mountain’s annual soup ingredient bike race and 
punishment, 2021, Detail 
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Figure 60: Spencer Harvie, Party Mountain’s annual soup ingredient bike race and 

punishment, 2021, Detail 
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Figure 61: Spencer Harvie, AFTER PARTY CHEF SITUATION DO NOT ASK 

QUESTIONS, 2021 
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Figure 62: Spencer Harvie and Charlie Donaldson, Memory Foam Never Forgets, 

2016, installation view 
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Conclusion 

This research project began as a way to expand my artistic practice. Initially, I was 

interested in the way conspiracy theorists represent their schemes through complex 

maps. I made the connection between the conspiracy theorist and the conceptual artist 
as both have strong interests in visualising information. For conceptual art, visualising 

information through diagrams became a way to reduce the aesthetic dimension of art 

and minimise expressive objects to communicate in a more cognitive way. Or, as 

LeWitt wrote in his famous essay ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’ (1967), ‘Conceptual 
art is made to engage the mind of the viewer rather than his eye or emotions’.159 Unlike 

conceptual art, however, the use of diagrams and information by the stereotypical 

Hollywood conspiracy theorist evokes a surplus of paranoid emotion, convolution and 
obsession. Many contemporary artists have similarly produced diagrams, maps and 

charts that, unlike conceptual art, use information in an expressive way. Contemporary 

art using the diagram in this complex and messy way that I see as the ‘conspiracy style’ 

could best be described by what art historian Sianne Ngai called the ‘zany’. Ngai used 
this term to describe texts that have at their core a kind of manic energy or performance 

and an ambiguity between working and playing. This ambiguity supports her idea that 

zaniness is the best aesthetic category in our contemporary vocabulary to describe the 

craziness in the continuing erosion of the walls separating performance, personality, 
service and labour in late capitalism. 

In this thesis, I have used this term to frame both my own projects and the works of 

other artists who similarly engage with the specific combination of crazy characters, 

absurdity and overwhelming experiences that the zany best describes. Over three 
exhibitions, I explored different modes, intensities and readings of Ngai’s zany 

category, first through the concept of information in Chapter 1 and later through the 

concept of systems in Chapter 2. 

Both chapters in this thesis have been structured in order to answer my guiding research 

question which can be stated as: how can I use information and systems in art practice 

to visually express the affect and zany aesthetic in hyper-connected experience. In this 

thesis I have attempted to provide research outcomes in the form of exhibitions of 
drawings, installation, and animation that explore the zany and emotional excesses of 

the informational world in which we live.  

159 Sol LeWitt, “Paragraphs on Conceptual Art” in Meltzer, Systems We Have Loved : Conceptual Art, 
Affect, and the Antihumanist Turn, 32. 
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The written aspect of this research project has contextualised these exhibitions in light 

of the legacy of conceptual art, the theory of both information and systems, and the 
zany. By splitting this thesis into two main chapters, I was able to chart the 

development of my practice from a concern about visualising ‘information’ to an 

interest in developing and using systems in my own work. 

My first show, Memory Foam Never Forgets (2016), discussed in Chapter 1, reflects 

my early take on ‘information overload’, as the installation and wall drawing in this 

show sprawled in an incomprehensible web through the gallery space. As I began to 

experiment with different media, such as drawing and teaching myself how to animate 
in three-dimensional software, I wished to explore not only representations of 

information overload but also systems of control. 

By developing an index of information that I consulted via rolls of a 100-sided die, I 

began to integrate this process of chance into my later work. Specifically, as discussed 
in Chapter 2, I collaborated with James Barth to create a video installation called 

Zonwee: The Last Known Recording of a Daydream (2019) and later created a series of 

drawings in an exhibition titled Dungeon Master (2021). These exhibitions were 

connected by their use of a systematic method, as opposed to my earlier interest in 
representing systems as a subject. Both chapters in this thesis use Ngai’s zany aesthetic 

as the touchstone to discuss my work’s particular relationship to humour, mania, stress, 

work, play, chance and control. 

From my perspective, the body of work discussed in this thesis reflects a zany artist 

who, as Ngai claims, shifts through many roles and ideas at breakneck speed. For my 

part, during this project, I have been a composer, a conspiracy theorist, a cartoonist, a 

conceptual artist, a poet, a draftsperson and an absurdist. My shifts between these roles 
from project to project, I argue, suggests a core zaniness not inherent in each work but 

to the overall attitude that I have come to adopt in my practice. 

To qualify, I have not used concepts like the zany, system, information, or chance in an 

‘exemplary’ manner, to recall philosopher Daniel Coffeen’s ‘exemplary reading’. That 
is to say, my works were not made with the idea that they would be ‘examples’ of the 

ideas of the zany or the system. Instead, I suggest my visual language and processes 

over time revealed a stance towards the zany, not as wacky performance, but something 

I saw inherent in the stressful communication systems we use today. I hope that the 
terms I have explored in this thesis can be cast in a new light. I feel that I have 

reinvented them, rather than providing a slavish illustration of prior theorists’ 
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definitions. For example, I have shown how a system can appear like a zany character 

and demonstrated how chance enriches expression as opposed to diminishing it. 

In 2018, I received a personal email from Coffeen in response to my question about the 

prevalence of exemplary reading, or ‘making art to fill a theory’ in art school graduate 

programs. Included in his email was the following statement: 

It’s funny that you mention art school and exemplary reading. I taught 
graduate students at an art school and it took me a while to teach them not to 
make art as an example of a theory but to make art with the theory just as they 
would with another work of art—if that makes sense.160 

I hope that I have presented the creative work in this thesis in parallel to theory, or as 

Coffeen says, ‘with the theory’. My practice demonstrates the meaning that occurs 

when these two paths occasionally overlap. Or, in another way, by virtue of my work’s 
visual language, I hope to have reflected uniquely on how systems of communication, 

information overload and the zany have become vitally intertwined in our particular 

moment in time. 

160 Spencer Harvie, email message to Daniel Coffeen, June 10, 2018. 
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